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Maine, Wednesday afternoon, April 13, 1904.

i™1_Ellsworth,
m&bmiftrments

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

LIABLE

Hancock Co
J

Hancock uuiniy Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
has paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabilities
Loam only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

*201,811.01
83,806.70

.....

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Burbill, assistant treasurer.

X. H. Coolidok, President,
O'. C. Ben hill, treasurer,

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.

&

F.

Baltimore

The

MA8QX,

h.

Fire!

The following telegram was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., Feb. 8:
“Following the honorable course pursued by the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company in all previous conflagrations, it is already
adjusting and paying Baltimore losses.—GEO. /.. CHASE, Prest.
The “Hartford” is represented in this vicinity by O. AV. TAPLF.Y.

Probate notice— K«t Amnroao llourgett et ala.
In bankruptcy —Kwt James T McDonald.
Loft—Coon cat.
In Bankruptcy— Rat .John N Graves.
Rockland, Bliiehll! & Ellsworth .Steamboat Co

M. Oallert is in

return

J. A.

Boston

on

appointed
April 21, as Fast Day.
Mrs. Bertha Joy Thompson
at whist last Friday evening.
Maurice Sowle, of the U. 8.
A

TEETH

as

well

as

old-lime

DUNI¥,~

/

Granite and Marble

■"

111

Received

od

Consipment,

\
\

A Carload of

experience enables us to
give our customers firstat

Cheap

lowest

for Cash.

prices.

l'lease call and examine stock and get prices
before
placing your
order.
WATER

A. M. HOPKINS,
Main Street, Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

OT.-JII ■I'll"..

¥*0d©dOdO#OdOBOB-: o v
EDWIN M. MOORE,
o

*

•

dealer In all kinds of

f

J

Freak, Belt, Smoked end Dry

FISH.

2
2

|
2

Do you want a nice

BOSTON FERN
this spring ?

Q
♦

0

Cod, Haddock, Halibut and Freeh
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters and Finnan Haddiee.

Jft
C

Call at

Ellsworth Greenhouse
or

telephone

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

0 Campbell A True Bid*.. Kaat Rad Bridge, B
The ladies’ sewing circle will meet with
t
ELLSWORTH, ME.
g i Mrs. A. W. Kills Thursday o! this week.
4^04<5#0#0t0#04^^'>aoa04ci
Mit* Lilllau Whittaker, of Bar Harbor,

XC8X>0O<«lOe«8^^

1

visiting

friends

here

several

days.

|

L. W.

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,
S

been

kllswobth.

Miss Eva Brown was in Bangor Thursday and Friday of last week, the guest ol
her cousin, Mias Verna Giles.
George N. Watters and wife, who have
been in East Pepperell, Mass., since last
fall, are visiting Mrs. Watters’ parents, E.
B. Armstrong and wife.
Miss Addle Leach, who has been at her
home at North Bluehlil during her vacation, has returned.to assume her duties as
teacher in the intermediate school here.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. are building a
burning furnace at the Tisdale mill tc
t«ke care of sawdust and mill waste.
This necessitates putting in several carriers which are nearly completed.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Wooten. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpels.
Carpels cleaned clean.

1.1. MORRISON,
|

SK0WHE8AN,

ME.

.Send for circular.
THE

AMERICAN'S

advertisers ars
into the field

letting down the price-bare
of bargain.

home.
Albert Stover, of Bar Harbor, was th«
guest of Matthew Moon and wife re-

cently.
Fullerton attended the

mother, Mrs. Clara Fogg,

Pownal, last week.

A

pur

p ate glass front Is soon to be
in J. A. Thompson’s store on Main
new

a

and we agree to

FATAL ACCIDENT.

Pittsfield- Many Reappointments.
At the East Maine conference at Pittsflleld last wetk Rtfv. J. P. Simon ton war
returned to the pastorate of t he Eilswortt
Methodist church. This is very gratify-

ing

news

at

to the church geera and

fuat

RIOHARlisON

RAYMOND
MEETS
DEATH AT TWYNHAM DAM.
KDMUND

MOORE

HURT—BULKHEAD

WAS CARRIED AWAY—DRIVE MAY

frater-

BE DELAYED.

nitieaof the city. The other appointments
in Hancock county are as follows:
F. JL. Hayward, presiding elder; Alexander, J. F. Tnurston; Bar Harbor, S. L.
Hanacom; Belfast, J. W. Hatch; Brewer,
E. H. Boynton; Brooksville, A. B. Carter;
Bucksport Center md East Bucksport, W.

Raymond

Ricuardsou

drowned,
a
badly

was

Edmund Moore escaped

with

crushed auk e, mid Seiaeu

Archer mirac-

ulously escaped practically unhurt, last
Monday afternoon by the giving way of
the

bulkhead

of

the

A.

mislaid

from

tbe reserved

M

Hatbor in

>■

he!

who

has

May.

wilf

Elisha

which

Lad

whom

would

had liberal discussion

Harvard

C. Jordan and Charles R. Bur-

were
given the mysteries of the
Mystic Shrine at Lewiston last Wednesday evening, together with thirty-six

rill

to

ball

chorus

to-morrow

re-

even-

Joy

Among

Twynbam dam at

those

who
F.

were:

were

L

was

Tuesday.

Verna Giles, who is attending a
business college in Bangor, is spending
M

ss

her vacation with relatives in this

city.

in the city, including the
high school, commenced Monday morning
Ail schools

with

the

same

corps of teachers

as

last

term.

Esoteric lodge will work the first and
secoud degrees this evening. To-morrow
evening It will work the third on two
candidates.
Miss

Lucy Redman,

has been the
left last
visit

of

Cherryfield, who

guest of Mrs. G. A. Parcher,

Friday

for

Boston,

where she wilt

relatives.

The

Methodist society held no serSunday owing to the absence of
the pastor, who attended the East Maine
conference at Pittsfield last week.
vices

Rev. Mr. Hayward was chosen the first
delegate on the first ballot. Rev. H. W.
Norton, until wlthjn the last two years a
first

In the
B.

elected

was

Anna F. flight and her sister,
Ella Hale entertained at whist last
Mrs. E. F Robinson and Mrs
evening.
Arthur Shute secured the prizes.

At ft meeting of the Baptist church,
Monday evening, It wns unanimously
voted to give the pa9tor, Rev. David Kerr,
two weeks’ vacation for rest and change
before his resignation which takes effect

May 1
Forborne time Mr. Kerr’s health has
not been at its best, and with the many
difficulties in the work, and the increase
of labor in the small paBtorluss churches
in the surrounding districts, it has overtaxed ills strength, and he reluctantly ban
resigned the pastorate which he has held

for ttiree years with entire satisfaction to
the church and community.
Mr. Kerr plans going meanwhile to
Cleveland, Ohio, for a complete change,
and may not take up pastoral work for a
He will
little time. He leaves ncxt week.
attend a dedication service next WednesMass.
his
in
old
church
Quincy,
day in
Kerr
will give ills last public
Mr.
addrcH- next Sunday evening.
Mrs. Kerr and children will remain in
El Is worth for the present. The service*
the fo lowing two Sundays, April 24 and
May 1, will be conducted by Mrs. Kerr.
Kerr
leaves behind him many
Mr.
friend* and well-wishers in Ellsworth and

throughout the county.
CONVENTION

Samuel

Moore has

returned

from the

Maiue general hospital where he

His
many
operation.
friends wish him a speedy recovery.
William James, who makes his home
with Mrs. G. R. Campbell, on Pleasant
underwent

street, Is
recovery.

au

low, with little hope of
He Is eighty-five years of age.

very

The engagement is announced of Miss
Addle Austin, daughter of Alderman
Arthur W. Austin, and Harry Vincent, of
The wedding will take place in
fkwtou.
this city June 7.

At

Watervili© To-day, and Portland
To-morrow.

The convention of the republicans of
third district was held in Waterville
this morning for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Congress to be voted
for Sept. 12 and to select two delegates and
two alternates to attend the national
convention in Chicago in June.
The one at Portland will be the republican State convention, and is called for
the purpose of selecting six candidates
the

for electors of President and vice president of the United States, and four delegateB at large, and four alternates to
attend the republican national convention at Chicago, June 21
The delegates attending the district
convention to-day are A. C. Hagertby, C.
L. Morang, F. W. Rollins. F. C. Borrfll, J.
H. McDonald, O. W. Tripp, George H.

Grant, and T. F. Mahoney.
Those who will attend the Btate convention are H. E. Hamlin, C. C. Burrlli, J. P.
Eldridge, H. F. Whitcomb, J. T. Giles,
John O. Whitney, L. M. Moore and John

Bllvy.

of

Ellsworth,

aud

a

young

exemplary character.

ponds.
Lumbering operations have been carried
on up river during the past winter
by
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., the Ellsworth
throughout1 Lumber Co., and C. J. Treworgy, and
friends will some
10,000,000 feet have been cut by the

lay electoral conference Richard

Stover,

Bucksport,

of

ballot elected

These

couoty,

delegate.

reserve

of

Tbe breaking of this dam may delay a
part of the drive, although the great bulk
of this sp iug’s drive is farther up the
river-, and cannot be started for several
weeks after the ice has gooe out of the

was

on

lay delegate.
well

men are

known

the

the first

county, aud their many
congratulate them on the confidence reposed in them by the members of the
church and conference.

three concerns—all on tbe east and midbranches. For the first ttroe for more
than sixty years no drive will come down
tbe west branch.

dle

CINDERELLA
As Given

by

the

Seldom

if

ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.

Unitarian Children
Done.

Well

was

ever

have the

children

Annual Meeting Held Tuesday After-

of

noon, April 5.
The annual meeting of the

Ellsworth

given a better performance
than the production of Cinderella which
was given at Hancock ball last Thursday
evening.
The ball was packed by an audience
that

showed

Charities

lunnaropa.

Charles Dresser, Walter Mason,
son, Churchill Walker, Fred
bert Foster
All

parts

admirably

were

much

showed

Philip MaShea, Her-

hard

work

taken

and

the

and Mrs. Howard A. Walker.
A social

bop was held after the ball had
f
cleared.
For the benefit of those who were

been

unable to attend the first
matinee
It is
tbe

was

netted

a

was

to be able to state
a

financial

that

success;

5.

M. A.

Greely,

The

he'd

at

Associated
court-house

the

report of the secretary, Miss
was as follows:

J

The great aim of the visitors has been to
clothe children for school, and the help given
has enabled nine children to attend school.
According to the vote taken at the last annual
meeting, traveling libraries were prepared to be
seDt to the outlying districts.
For various
reasons the committee thought
beet to send
magazines only until it was ascertained If there
was a demand for the libraries.
Through the
kindness of friends enough magazines were
obtained to send libraries to Green Lake, North
Ellsworth and West Ellsworth.
The thanks of the society are due the friends
whose contributions of clothing and magazines
have made possible the benevolent and library
work; especially does this refer to those whose
contributions being sent without a name couki
not be acknowledged.

The next meeting will be held on the
first Tuesday in October, the place and
hour to be announced.

At that

meeting

officers for the ensuing year will be elected.
Plans for a sewing school and an evening school were considered, but were
abandoned owing to the small number

meetings.

The non-attendance at the regular meetings ha-4 been a serious hindrance to all
the work which the society might have
done

during

the

w inter, as the few who
hesitated to decide upon
lines of work which could only be carried
out by the co-operation of
the whole
society.
were

present

_

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday, April 13, at Odd Fellows
by Donaqua lodge, K. of P.

hall—Sociable

given Saturday afternoon.

gratifying

affair

performance

April

who attended

part of
the ladies having the affiir in charge.
During the action of the play solos were
rendered by Erva Giles, Edna Springer
on

was

During the year the Associated Charities has
helped eighteen families, eight of them beiDg
families who had never before applied.
A total of 140 garments was given out, besides three loads of wood and provisions. Ai
of the families were visited, and the cases carefully Investigated.

appreciation of the
by frequent applause

its

children’s efforts

other candidates

Mrs.

Eastern

P. Hiid A. M

man

and others.

resident of Hancock

He got

fortunate.

bones

do

age and unmarried. He lived in Mariavllle. He was a member of Lygonia lodge,

I). B.

ton,

more

broken, but was
badly shaken up and considerably bruised,
Richardson was about thirty years of

aspirants for
Hayward, Bucksport;
Dow, Oid Town; L. L. Hanscom, Rockland; H. W. Norton, W. W.
Ogier, Bangor; C. A. Plummer, Thomaselection

was

ashore with

the State.

seventy-live years old
He is in good health,
although not able to get out much.
The ladies of the Unitarian society will
have a sale of cooked food at ihe vestry
next Saturday afternoon at 2 30 o’clock.
Latvia V.

Archer

suc-

cessful caudidates.

|

Mrs. Mary Ella, wife of trank Fullertoo, of Tbomaston, died Friday, aged 31
Mrs. Fullerton was
years, 10 months.
Miaa Mary Ella Cook, daughter of Henry
Cook and wife, formerly of this city, now
of Maiden. .She leaven a mother, father,
husband aud live children, two brothers
and tLree slaters to mourn her lose.

as

the fortunate and,

be

aud bursts of laughter.
The cast was
from various parts of made
up as follows:
this evening the
annual
On
ing at 7.30.
CHARACTERS.
visit and reception of
the nobles
of
Erva Giles
Cinderella, Daisy.
Mrs. B. C. Reynolds, of Bar Harbor, was
took
Boston,
Aleppo temple,
place. Promi ftUiprs i Holly Hock.ri »ra Moore
the guest of her sister, Mrs. C. I. Welch,
t rouu sisters,
were
Boston
Shriners
j
Tlger LUy.Hcl. n Welch
present
'Thirty-five
last week.
Godmother, Nature.Frances McGown
and helped make tbeeveniug pass pleas
Bonnie Bee, Little Page.George Gould
Harry J. Jordan and wife observed the autly.
twenty-fifth anniversary of their marThe Minneapolis Union or April 8 has Bunnflhw, Charioteer,
riage last evening.
Robin Red, Prince’s Herald...Bernice Eldrldge
an appreciative sketch of the late James
Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. Stover are re- E Larkin, whose death in that
city was Prince Sunshine, of Sunbeam Castle,
Edna Springer
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a mentioned in last week’s paper. He was
Guests at the Ball.
eon, born Monday.
closely identified with organized labor.
Poppy.Grace
Royal
The board of assessors is in session at He was a member of the executive comButtercup.A.Bertha Shea
mittee of tbe international union, and a
the mayor and aldermeu’* room in HanPansy....Alice Dresser
cock hall this week.
delegate to the trades and labor assembly Daffodil.May Studer
of
and
Ht-nntpin
county.
Violet.Marlon
Woodward
Minneapolis
Mrs. Emma K. T«rr, of California, is
were passed by
Sweet Brier.Edith Lord
visiting her brother, Clerk-of-Courts, Appropriate resolutions
the general executive board of the inter
Mignonette.Ernestine Shea
John F. Knowlton.
n-itiorial union of flour and cereal mill Lily Ihll.Phyllis Tilden
Miss Carrie Harrington is in Thomaston
Sweet Pea.
Carrie Morang
called there by the death of her niece, employees.
Narcls us.May Sborey
Mrs. Frank Fullerton.
Sunbeams.
TO LEAVE ELLSWORTH.
Jea-ie Morang, Nancy Higgins, Natalie SalsH. E. Davis has leased one of the Bresbury, Della Salsbury, ClsraShorey, Alice
nahau stores on Franklin street, and will
Rev. David Kerr, of Baptist Church,
Brooks, Elizabeth Morrison, Hazel Sinuse it as a store-house for carriages.
clair
to Leave Next Week.

Manning

The pupils of the Pine street intermeRAZOR that is guaranteed to shave any beard that grows,
diate school, with the assistance of their
keep the same sharp and ready for use for a term o< teacher, MIse Georgia N. Emery, recently
two years, free of charge. They sell for 11.50 each.
purchased a piano for their sohooi-room.
The children are deserving of much praise
WIGGIN & MOORE, Druggists, Corner opp. Post Office.
for this undertaking. They gave enter-

E have

or

Monaghan,
returned from
her trip
through the
is
South,
engaged for the present as
soprano soloist in the Warren avenue
Baptist church, Boston. She is to be
the soloist at a recital to be given in Bar

Miss

Joslah Smith, of Brewer, visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. A. N. Hodgkins, of South Brewer,
Is visiting relatives here.
Cassie Robinson, who has been working
for Mrs. Lydia McCollum, has returned

Mrs. C. C.
neral of her

lost

Miss

Olympia,

Smith and daughter Annie are
guests of Mr. Smith’s brother, James
Smith.

last

for one.

John Clough, of Mars Hill, visited relatives here over Sunday.

has

Methodists

j ;!!;;‘kc'erl’SlucllVr

twenty-five years’
work

8.

vigor.

F. Baker died at bis home on
The literature club will meet with Miss Central street Tnesday, fged seventy-five
Mr. Baker suffered a paralytic
years.
Mary F. Hopkins Monday evening.
shock last week from which he could not
Mrs. G. P. Dutton returned Monday
raUy, gradually falling until his death
from ber visit to Massachusetts.
Tbe funeral will be held at his
: Tuesday.
Assistant-Postmaster Fred H. Lord is
late home to-morrow, Rev. J. P. Simonton
spending a short vacation in Boston.
officiating.

The Ellsworth festival

Will be sold

and up-to-date designs,

friends.

If any member or
visitor finds himself or herself in possession of one or both, kindly return the
same to the conductor or secretary.

special meeting of Irene chapter, O.
was held Monday evening.

hearse at

than
before to serve all
of
in want
Cemetery or
building work.
New simp, large stock
of finished work, new

Greeley will revisiting among rela-

but Mrs.
time

festival chorus books.

furlough.

street.

better prepared

class

short

a

Samuel

ever

and

for

kins.

DCALtR.

is

been

entertained

Mrs. W. H. Davis, of Bar Harbor, was
the guest last week of Miss Mary F. Hop-

tllswortn Dental rarlors.

FULL SET, $7.

H. W.

Manager,

0

Two copies of “The Holy City” have

Thursday,

has

Miss Hattie P. Bowden is home from
Northeast Harbor for a short vacation.

extracting.

Dr. F. O. BROWN E,

Hill

is home

The Painless Process ot FILLING

at

business.

Monday.

Gov.

E. H

Something

Supper

The sociable given by Blanqnefort commsndery, K. T., in Manning hall Monday
evening wan a very pleasant affair. Dancing and cards were enjoyed.
Refresh-

evening Lygoula lodge will work
the third degree.

New

some

tives and

This

41 Main Street, Ellsworth.

THOMPSON,

shortly,
for

main

E. Smith returned to Gar-

Mrs. Frank

f

vestry Wednes-

George E. Greeley and wife left yesterday for MAasachusetts. Mr. Greeley will
goods,

CONFERENCE

McGraw; Bucksport, L. L. Hanscr m; Miriavslie, oil the east brm.cu of the
Castfne, T. W. Fessenden; Ellsworth, Union river.
In effect October 13, 1903.
ments were served.
J. P. Slmonton; Franklin, C. E. PeterRen;
Ti.e men wire engaged in hoisting the
Miss Emma A. R. Allen, of Portland, Gouldsboro and Prospect Harbor, C. E.
Going East—7.16 a m and fl.18 p m.
gate of tbe dau< to let off the water which
Going West—11^6 a m, ft.?« and 9.48 p m.
was in
tbe city
Monday evening, the Bromley; Orlaud and West Penobscot, M. was ti o high. They had just got the gate
MAIL CLOSES AT TOST OFFICE.
guest of Mrs. F. H. McFarland. Tuesday S. Preble; Penobscot, F. V. Stanley; South Mtarted when the whole bulk head
gave
Going Eabt-6 £0 a ui and ft.80 p m.
she went to Cherryfield for tbe remainder
Dter Islt* aud Stonington, Joseph Jackway. Richardson caught on to the cap
Going West—11.20 a m and ft and 9 pm.
of tbe week. Bbe will return Saturday.
Mr.
son; Southwest Harbor,
Aldrich; piece, but the tremendous rush of water
No Sunday trains.
This evening Donaqua lodge, K. of P.
Sullivan, O. G. Barnard; Surry aud East prevented his holding on until help coaid
will hold a sociable in Odd Fellows hall. Bluehlli, supplied by J. D. McGraw; reach him, and he was swept into the
THE AMERICAN is on sale in Invitations have been issued, and it is ex- Swan’s Island, W. T. Chapman; West swift current among the
logs, hurled
Tremont and Gott’s Island, supplied by
along for some distance, and flualJy disEllsworth at the news stands of pected there will be a good attendance.
i)
M.
Music will
Angell.
be furnished
by Higgins'
appeared and was drowned.
C. H. I.clund, J. A. Thompson orchestra.
One of the most Important business
Moore was also swept down stream, but
matters
of
the
conference
was
the
anti H. W. Estey.
election
Single copies,
so near the shore that after a
The Abenaquis clubhouse, which has
desperate
of
two
to
the
conference
delegates
general
5
cents;
subscription price been closed for nearly a year, is opened
smuggle he succeeded in catching on to a
to be held at Los Angeles, Cal., in May.
limn of an overhanging tree, and hauling
#1.50 per year in advance.
temporarily, with Steward J. W. Malone
There were several candidates, all good himself out from
in charge. Efforts are being made to reoramong the jam of logs.
and worthy men, and It was a question He
escaped with a badly crushed ankle.
ganize the club ana bring it back to its

diner

from sample books, pay double price, and find when you see it in
the roll it isn’t what you want. Each year I have a larger assortment of patterns, this year the beautiful Crown Effects and
many Combinations. You will llnd the prices right, having
bought before the price of paper advanced.

kinds, and

and

o'clock.

-Ghftnn la schedule*.

G A 1’archer—A i»othecary.
M A Clark—Greenhonae.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothlna
Whiting Bros—Carpets curtains, dress
groceries, etc.
Ei.i.s worth Falls:
Farm for sale.

bard

per and sale at the church
day evening,
April 20.

The Bowdoin boys returned to Brunswick Monday.

DON’T BUY WALL PAPER

sales of various

faithfully until they
Anally accomplished their object.
XKW A DVEKTINEM KNTN THIN VVJ-KK.
| The circle committee of the CongregaProbate notice— Kai Fils* .) Whiting.
tional church will give its annual sup-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

policy-holders.

W.

worked

AT KLLSWOKTH POST-OFFICE.

Ju view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the linancial condition of
fire insurance companies,' we are pleased to announce to our customers that
wr have been advised by all of our companies that the recent losses will not
impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
We suggest that you look over your policies at this
ail their
time, ana if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.
*C.

j tainments and

No. 15.

siL^:TD.-c£££saI

it

f!40.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Rev. David Kerr will preach here next
Sunday afternoon. His many frieudo will
be glad to bear him again before be leaves
Ellsworth.

Invitations

issued.

Saturday, A' ril IB, at Unitarian vestry—
Sale of cooked food by ladies of Unitarian
society.

Thursday, April 28, Odd Fellows hall—
Fair, supper and entertainment by the
Daughters of Liberty.
Friday, May fi, at Hancock hall—George
F. Hall in “A Ragged Hero”. Tickets 36
and 60 cts.

Hrooklin Pastor Resigns.
It is with regret, not only to the church
and people of Brookiin, bat to tbe Baptist
association that Rev. 8. R. Belyea has been
forced to resign his charge on account of
throat trouble, which has been caused by
the

bracing

air of the coast.

The

step taken is very much against his
own desire and that uf tbe church, since it
is only but a short time since he took up
this charge. For tbe few mooths he has
been at Brookiin

a

splendid

Nominations by Governor.
Recent nominations in Hancock county
by Gov. Hill are as follows:
Notary public—William O. Emery, Sullivan.
Justices of the

peace—J.

M.

Hutchins,

North Penobscot; H. E. Hamlin,
wortb; J. H. Patten, Amherst.

E11b-

asticrtisfnunta.

work bas been

Tbe parsonage, which was
great need of renovating, has been
transformed into a nice home which involved a good deal of expense and per-

accomplished.
in

sonal labor.

Remarkable success has also attended
his faithful labors, as It has follows him
him In bis other spheres of
labor at
Ludlow, Calais and Lamotne.
Dr. Harry ▲. Pike, of 8A Main street, Bangor,
will Oe at the Relay house, Franklin, for the
next ten days, and test all eyes free of charge.
—Advt.

Ceo. A,

Parcher,

Wholesale and Retail

DRUGGIST.
Physicians’ Supplies and
Orders Specialties.
ELLSWORTH,

Mail

MAINE.

frayer Mcrdim Topic For the Week
IleKitiniiiK April 17.
Topic.—How Christ transforms lives.—
Rom. xii. 1, 2; Phil. Hi, 20. 21.
The Christian transformation of a
human life is its complete change from

sin, selfishness aiul worldliness

the

to

love and service of God in Jesus Christ.
It is the entire consecration of our in
ward and outward lives to God. The
heart is change#, and the life
We “present our bodies,

is

chang-

living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is our reasonable service.” Moreover, we are “not conformed to this
ed.

a

world;” we do not have our lives fashafter the world, but are transformed, changed in spirit and in life.
That Christ can transform the hu-

EDITED
Its Motto:

BV “AUNT

“Helpful and Hopeful

all communications

to

The American,
Kllsworth, Me.
bkfqke It is too LATH
If you have a gray haired mother
In the old home far away,
Sit down and at lie the letter
You put off d«y by day.
Don*i wilt until her tired affp*
Ketch heaven’s pearly gate—
But show her that you think of her
Before It is loo late.

life is indisputable. This fact is
only thoroughly testified to in the
Scriptures, but abundantly proved ?n
not

human history. Saul of Tarsus, the unbeliever and persecutor, was transformed into one of the most devout advocates of Christianity; Augustine, the
infidel and skeptic, became a true defender of the faith; John R Gough,
Francis Murphy and many others have
been turned from the power of strong
drink to sober and powerful advocates
of temperance and sobriety: prodigal
sons and daughters have been changed
into most obedient and faithful sons
and daughters. Therefore, in speaking
of Christ as one who is able to transform lives, we are speaking of a fact
and not a fiction. And all unregenerate hearts and lives need to be changed, for “the natural heart is enmity toward God, for it is not subject to the
law of God; neither, indeed, can be.”
It needs, therefore, to be transformed,
and Christ alone can transform it.
But how does Christ transform lives?
Paul answers this question in Rom. xii.
OtMJ

*»*

J

V.

If

you’ve a tender message.
Or n 1 jving word to say.
Don’t wait till you forget It,
But whisper it to-day.
Who knows what bitter memories
May haunt you if you wait?
So m ike your loved ones happy
Before it is loo late.
We live but in the present.
The future is unknown—
To-morrow is a mystery.
To-day is ail our own.
The chance that fortune lends to us
May vanish while we wait.
So spend your life s rich treasure
Before it is too late.
The tender words unspoken,
The letter never sent.
The Ion*;-forgotten messages.
The wealth of love unspent.
For these some hearts are breaking.
For these some loved ones wall—
So show them that you care for them,
Before it is too late.
—Selected by Alexia.
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A Well Known Endeavorer.

■■

■

— v.

inirrnaiionai

conventions he

has spoken

with

fre-

quency.
A

Menage

From I)r.

Clark.

Things I should like to have happen
in 1904:
First—An effort made to start a Junior society in every church where there
is a Yonng People's Society of Christian Endeavor.
Second.—Five thousand new pupil*
recorded in the correspondence school,
many of them taking the Junior course,
which fits Junior superintendents for
their work.
Third.—Ten thousand new Christian
Endeavor societies started, many in
neglected neighborhoods (schoolhouse
societies), business societies, mothers’
societies (to pray for and help the Jun
iors), senior societies (of older Endeavorers and others to support the midweek meetlngi, prison societies, floating
societies, school societies. What a variety and what opportunities! Surely I
liave set the mark none too nigh when
there are such large possibilities.—Rev.
Dr. F. E. Clark. Writing From Steamer’s

Deck at San Francisco.
Dr. Clark

In

Krw Zealand.

Rev. Francis E. Clark. D. D., president of the World's Christian Endeavor union, recently attended a great na
tlonal Christian Endeavor convention
in Dunedin. New Zealand.
Hearty
greetings were sent to America, and it
waa predicted by many that this great
organization, with Its millions of members in aU parts of the world, will be a
great bond of fellowship between the
young people of the world. Dr. Clark
had an interesting interview with the
premier of New Zealand, who express
ed great interest in and friendship for
America and Americana.

°

♦

Cnpyriohl, 190?, by T. C. McClure

moreHiianfibe oppressed.
To worship God In all thatfcIs‘ true and good
and beautiful.
To serve Chrlst.wherever a*sad .heart can be
made happy, or a wrong will be set
right.
To recognize God’s coming kingdom In every
institution aud person, that helps, men to love
one another.
even

William DeWitt.Uydk.
College, Brunswick, Maine.

]
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Nadula clinched the shuttle tightly
in her brown fingers and wove the
! scarlet thread in and out, scarce seeing
for the angpy tears that rabnnl from
under the black curtain of her lashes.
Wahna. always Wahna! Truly, there
was never a thought of her but the
weaving of blankets ami the baking of
the tortilla.
A jingle of beads and the patter of
■iurs. Anderson, Jacksonville, ■
moeoasined feet, as Wahna parted the
of
Recorder
of skins that hung at the door of the
Fla.,
who witnessed her chiefs tent. Well might they rail her
Princess Wahna, the “Moon Malden”—
to the
tall and slight, with a mouth like the
E. Pinkbam's pomegranate flower and a voice like
the fnroff chime of the mission bells.
Nadula lifted her head and shot a
“Dear Mrs. PiNkham :— There are
but few wives and mothers who have
contemptuous glance over the girl s
not at times endured agonies and such
slight figure, gay with wampum, elk
pain as only women know. I wish t<*cth and the glistening beads from the
such women know the value of Lydia
white traders, with which Noras loved
E. Pink hum’s Vegetable Com“Idle,
to decorate his best loved child.
pound. It is a remarkable medicine,
always idle,” she muttered to herself.
different in action from any I ever
Put she smiled and called out cheerily
knew and thoroughly reliable.
"Hail,
as Wahna came toward her.
1 have seen many cases where
women doctored for years without perdaughter of the great chief! How doe*
manent benefit, who were cured in less
our father since the morningV"
than three months after taking your
Wahna’s delicate face was grave and
while
others
who
Vegetable Compound,
sorrowful. “The medicine man hath
were chronic and incurable came out
been with him. and the evil spirits will
cured, happy, and in perfect health
not depart, though they have made the
after a thorough treatment with this
white smoke of the fire anger to rise
medicine. I have never used it myself
until our father could bear it no longer.
without gaining great benefit. A ferr
doses restores my strength and appeHe is feeble, and the breath comes
tite, and tones up the entire system.
slowly. He calls for thee.**
has
been
tried
Your medicine
and
Nadula arose to her full height and
found true, hence I fully endorse it.”
let the unfinished blanket fall to the
Mrs. R. A. Anderson, 225 Washingground, where it lay. a gleam of gorton St., Jacksonville. Fla.
$5000 forfeit
geous color in the setting sun. Inside
If original of above letter proving genuineness cannot be produced.
the hut of skins lay the chief, ghastly
No other medicine for women has
iu the shifting shadows of the eagle
received such widespread and unqualiplumes In the great war bonnet that
No other medicine
fied endorsementhung above his head. The massive fighas such a record of cures of female
ure stretched helplessly upon Its couch
troubles. Refuse to buy any substitute.
of buffalo skins was pitifully wasted
with disease. He reached out his arms
on
and
m ike, and put one or two
each
see how
to Wahna and. holding her encircled,
nice they are.
said to Nadula. who stood proudly
With love and beft wishes to all from
aloof in the uncertain light:
Ausr Emma.

j
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I

want'to tbank "Melissa” for her nit

personal letter, and for the Indian
head which she sent

before,

prize

and shall

She write-*

that

me

is foreman in

1

me.

a

it

arrow-

saw

01 e

b"ra,

who

never

highly.

cousin of

large salmon cannery in
Washington, picked up a large number of
these

arrow

a

heads

200

miles

up

the

Columbia river.
Thanks also for the cook book to
I shall refer

more

at

length

which

in the column

Aunt Madge.

soon.

ID. <£. £. tl.

Column.

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports ot meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

editor.]

SOUTHWEST

HARBOR Y.

Our meeting at Miss Mary Leith's was
attended by about fifteen members, the
new officers taking charge and making it
altogether an interesting meeting. The

superintendents
exceptions.
The society rec ived a

same

were

appointed,

with few

most cordial inviMrs. Dean A. Walker,
on Thursday, April 14.
*
After our meeting of the 7th we enjoyed
a social chat.
Our hostess served dainty
tation to meet with

hope to see a good attendance at our
meeting to show that we appreciate
the invitation from a W.
Press 8UPT.
We

next

tened absehtly as the silken sweet
she
voice murmured to him. '1 hen. ere
<«ml<1 detain him, he broke away, and,
springing to the center of the tent,
called upon the Ottawa* for the pledge
of Noras Wahna. By the spoken word
of Neras in solemn council had the girl
been given to him: and as Nadula

Sbutrlisrounlc.
~

A CHILD SAVED.

Roy

Nolan Given Back To

His Parents.

would have Interfered, one by one the A
Very Happy Mother and a
elders of the tribe arose to bear witHappy Home.
ness to the bond.
Then Wahna, her face alight with
she A Full Decoription of Row It All Came
Joy, came from the shadows where
About.
had hidden In her despair. There was
no
‘■A dreary place would lie thlaearth
gainsaying the word that had
Were Ihere m> llule people In II,
pasHed. Nadula watched, her heart alThe aor.g of life would lose Its mirth
moit stilled, as the men and women
Were they no children to begin It."
parted to cither side. The old mediOur children are In truth the light of
The word home has Itw fullest
cine mail drew his circle around the
our lives.
lire
the
from
meaning only when there are children
two, while the red flame
the store. cun compreh. nd the
Mott
the
ers,
on
leaped and threw Its golden light
joy which thri Is each word of the follow,
faces of Malcolm Da vent and Wahna. i mg communication from Mrs. John
p
That night the Ottawa, feasted, and ! N lan. 51 Holey HI.. Charlestown,
there wns great rejoicing, for at the She says of her aon Boy:
■‘My little ooy Boy waa affl cted
rising of the moon the Princess Wahna nervousne-a and violent convulsions with
since
would ride away from them forever. he was «lx months old.
I tried many
And when the feast was ended Nadula physician# without avail and numerooe
w t'J no
succeaa.
At the a. a
brought forth a liottle of musty buod remedies
of three ye«.a he waa taken alck with
wine to pledge them "after the manand
after
alxteen
weeks’ severe
diphtheria,
ner of tlie paleface." as she sahl, and
‘itueea at the ho-pital, le was returned
She was h "ns In an extnm !y weak and rxhau-ted
smiled into Da vent's eyes.
The aiigiileat
condition.
excltenioht
quick ns thought, but the eye of love would result In violent
convulsions.
Wahna sprang from Pais swifter.
‘•Discouraged vslth tee failure ol pbyalrents s de and grasped the slender
clans ami medlcinea to cure him. I was
wrist. ••Poison: Poison:” And a low induced by trl.nda, who recomnu i.ded
the remedy to try Dr Oecne'a Nervurt
murmur of horror rau around the great
I purchased a h »i tie and the rerun has lntent.
deid been wonderful.
Boy commenced
Nadula drew her slender form to Its to Improve immediately; h.a appetite refull height and glanced proudly from turned
"What say ye.
one face to another.
The dell
Am 1 guilty?"
my people?
Slice rang clear as a clarion note, and
Again: “What say
no man answered.
us—
ye. my people? Judge ye between
the white serpent or the true daughter
The wind In the
of the Ottawa*:”
inesquitc was tile-only answer. Wahna
still clasped the slender wrist In her
tense fingers, while the glare of the
torches threw rid waves of light on
the swart faces ns the ring drew ever

Very

—

closer.
The old medicine man parted the
crowd to either side.
"Daughters of
the great Chief Noras, ball:” And the
elk teeth rattled on his shrunken chest
as h« knelt, spreading out hia clawlike
hands. "Hearken to the voice of one
old in council. Hear, accuser and accusing If there lie |>olson In the cup.
as the laidy Wahna hath said, then let
the Lady Nadula drink that which she
butli prepared for another, but If tliera
be no poison then shall she drink to
prove the blackness of a lie. I have

and the convulsion* hive now
to
entirely
ceased. l>r. (tmnfi’s Nervura is indeed *
the quiet
wonderful mcdiche, and 1 tru-t the cure
we of the Otof my Utile boy will t>e given wide pubspoken."
Uiwhs have kept our love and our
licity In order hat a 1 children similarly
A shudder rnn along the surge of
afflicted may be cured.
what
knowest
But
thou
My full permisvengeance.
around
Nadula.
that
i~ given to publish this testimonial
sion
faces
gathered
the Moon Malden hath been to uie. ;
for
other's
she
cowfell
and
hand
good.”
Walnut's
away,
child of the paleface mother, and it I
If your lmants or children are sick, give
ered against Davent's shoulder.
them th^t greatest of all children's remehath seemed wise that the maid should j
Kadula's proud eyes swept the maaa dies, Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and ner\a
kuow^a gentler life than the women of
before her. hostile und grim. There remedy. Tnle wonderful remedy 1-, trove
the Ottawa*. Thou knowest how she
"Drink, I all, a family medicine, and Us name it a
was uot an answering eye.
has been taught in their schools and la
household w ord u tfautpands of boons all
Nadula!” the old voice commanded, over the land. It is made
to
the
from pure nod
young captain?”
promised
wine.
Then
the
and Nadula drained
harmless vegetable remedies, is calming,
Nadu la laughed. Short and bitter, it
and
heal
around
her
and
to
the
she gathered her robes
soothing
ng
nerves, and at
roused the dying man. and he raised
the same time strengthens and invigorates
went out from among them.
the
nilre system, restoring a healthful
upon one elbow to peer Into her face.
••«•••
•
color to the cheek, refreshing sleep, strong
Xadula bent over him. “My father, as
Miles away to the westward rode Da- nerves, stunt limbs, and that bounding
the shadows gather thou art a child
health and vitall y which ait children
vent. with Walina close at his side, the should have.
again! The white man hath sought
It is p rf*ctly safe to give to
sturdy cayuse keeping uneven stride children of any age, and its curative and
our Wahna for a moon perhaps, but
with the Kentucky thoroughbred, on to restorative effects are wonderful.
when there is talk of wedding he will
It is not a patent medicine, but the prewhere the white tower of the mission
return to his own again. When has the
scription of tt»e most successful living
paleface dealt otherwise with the shone above the olive groves, out to the specialist in curing nervous and chronic
Hut be- diseases. Dr. Greene, of 34
west, to her mother's people.
daughters of the forest?” The mock
Temple Place,
Boston, Mass. He has the largest practice
lug voice paused for the answer. yond the fringe of the desert. In the in
the world, and thia grand medical disshroudthe
there
are
land
of
Ottawa*,
back
of
his
came
Something
strength
covery is the result of hi* vast expert* nee.
ed faces among the older men, and the The
to the old chief as he half raised himgreat repu atton of Dr. Greene is a
self and pointed to the doorway. "Go.
ponies are laden for a long march guarantee that his medicine will cure, and
the fact that he can be consulted by anyto
the
south.
In
the
hut
of
N'eras
The
Is
black
away
serpent.
Anger
upon thy
one at any time, free of
charge, personally
heart. Go, and when 1 ride down the
lay something that they might not I or by letter,
give* absolute assurance of
touch under the law of the Ottawa*, the beneficial action of this wonderful
west remember I leave Wahna In thy
keeping and do thou see the right of It, ! alone, accursed, the unseeing eyes medicine.
else thou knowest what has been, what
peering through the shadows of the
Ks-comtueuile«t ami for sale by all drugwill be, when thy tribe shall hold the | teut into the deeper shadows beyond.
gist*
traitor.”
Reed and Ingalls.
There whs a gasp and a choking sigh,
and Xeras, the last chief of a once
“Why don't you grow?" said Tom
powerful tribe, had passed. All night Iteed to Senator Ingalls some years
the wailing women rent the air with
ago. when both men were in the servtheir cries, all night the men went to ice of the people at Washington.
and fro, with angry slashes of the
"Ah," said Ingalls. who was of very
sinewy breasts whence the blood fen iu slight stature, “I’m too much interested in my fellows' life aud property to
slow drops. At set of the morrow’s sun
they burled him. shrouded In his blan- assume to your magnificent height and
banking.
ket, the eagle feathers waving over the
proportion."
/
“And is not that my concern, too?” i s
dark face and at his feet the slaughtered pony that was to bear him safe asked Iteed deliberately.
and far.
“Impossible!" said Ingalls. “Walk on
U what your money will earn if
the edge of a board walk and you lift
No more of weaving, no more of bakInvented In • hares of the
ing the tortilla. Nadula grasped the up the other end; stand in the middle
empty scepter. Day after day Wahna and you break through. The people’s
crept to the door of the tent and shad- safety lies in your being a middle of
ed her level brows In vain watching for the road man.”
A NEW 8EIUES
her lover. Had Nudilla spoken truly?
Some days after Iteed found Ingalls Is now open,
;
Shares, #J each; monthly
For a time Nadula was too busy with In a state of mental distraction. "Just
payments, #1 per snare.
the Importance of her new authority swallowed the gold fillings of this frout
to take thought of Wahna. but she had
tooth.”
explained Senator Ingalls, WHY PAY
not forgotten.
when you can borrow on your
In the long summer pointing to the exposed cavity.
share*, give a first mortgage and
Iteed laughed immoderately. He drew
days of the year before, when the
reduce It every month
Monthly
young captain had chanced to visit the himself np to Ills full height. As a vicpayments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
Ottawas through mere curiosity and
tor he stood; his time of revenge had
than you are now paying for
the visit had been repeated again and come.
rent, and in about 10 years you
will
!
again for the sake of the brown flower
“Ingalls, I congratulate you.
You
OWN
YOUR OWN HOME.
of the wilderness. Nadula, too, had are now worth your weight in
gold."
learned to love the bonny face. And
For particulars Inquire of
IIknky W. Cushman, Sec'v.
in her hot, unschooled heart sprang up
The A«e of Tree*.
First Nat'l Bank Bid*.
the terrible hatred of Wahna.
A. W. Kino, President.
“Penn's
tree
the
treaty
treaty
It had commencetl years before when elm-does that still exist?” a
young
Noras had sent Wahna away from the man asked the
antiquary. “No,” said Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
tribe, and from time to time she had the old man; “It was blown down on
made them short visits from her misT,ME and
the night of March 3. 1810. This tree, SAVE*
w
sion school with always a newer grace,
MONEY ®r d.iso
as Its concentric circles showed, wus
a newer beauty and the spirit of the
283 years old; no great/ age that for u
white mother shining in her soft eyes.
tree.
There is in England, at Cow- Subscription Ftecord,
Advertiser’s Record,
Noras had loved her with the afterJob Printer’s RecorJ,
thorpe, an oak that is supposed to be Advertising Record,
Record.
Correspondence
math of the great passion he had felt
800 years old. The English yews ofRuled, printed and indexed for quick entry
and reference
for the white captive that had hated ten reach an almost incredible
Descriptive
circular and price
age.
list on application. Published
by
him, who died with her despairing face The celebrated Aukerwyke yew is
turned away from the child of her sorE. A. & W. E. CHILD,
1.100 years old, and there u e others of
14
Dover 8treet,
row and shame.
New York.
an equal age.
Some of our American
Nadula had understood. She had not pines can hold their own in
respect of
xhjXjswoutb
wanted for the telling when the wom- age with the European trees.
Oregon
en crouched together over the
cooking pines on being cut down have shown
pots at evening. What wonder that she as many as 1,100 concentric rings runAND BATH BOOMS.
bated Wahna with all the force of a
ning from the heart out to the bars.
"WO PAY, NO W A 8 H IB/'
savage nature.
Do you know who first showed us hov.
In the midst of the lull came an
All kinds of laundry work done at abort auto tell a tree's age by its rings? It waf
lea. Goods called for and delivered.
awakening, for despite all Nadula'* ^lontaigne, the essayist.”
Phlladel
H. B. B8TBY A CO.,
Malcolm
sneering taunts
Davent
phla Record.
Wa«t End Bridge.
Ellsworth. Me
crossed the strip of desert to the country of the Ottawas to claim bis bride.
HU Bur Das.
Notice.
Nadula received him In the council
“Why don't you seek some employ
E undersigned hereby gives notice that h
tent with the head men grouped
ment Instead ef stopping people and
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth
around her. It was her hand that held asking them for
for the
money?”
support of the poor, during the ensuing
and nae made ample provision for their
out the pipe and bade him sit beside
“Mister,” said Meandering Mike re- year,
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
her. contriving to hold him there with proachfully, “dat’s me
supplies to any pauper on Ms acemployment.”— furnishing
count, as without his written order he will p*V
•ne pretext and another. Davent 11»Washington Star.
for no goods so furnished. Hauby 8. JoNM-

“Daughter.

e

refreshments.

friends, is work for»a lifetime.
I am sure many of you will find food for
thought for many, days.
my

l

♦o*0*o*o*o#o#*o#o*c4>a«*.'^c#

—

malice towards those who do wrong.
pity the selfish no less than the poor, the
as
much as the outca«t,^aud ^he cruel
proud

There,

Tty C*>'ran
Hie hard Greenley

°

—

no

Bowdoln

the

daughter
Deeds, West,
signature
following letter,
praises Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

the renewing of your mind." The word
mind here includes the entire psychical
being—emotions, affections, conscience,
intellect and will. The entire inward Dear M. B. Friends:
man must be renewed, and this is done
la it because we undertake too much,
by the power of the Holy Ghost. It is that we fail to accomplish those things
His especial office work to regenerate alluded to in the
poem, which would 4give
the human soul, to renew our minds,
pleasure land happiness to others but
to transform the inward motives of
which we are late—190 late—to perform?
Hfs, which will also result in the transThe day before Easter 1 received the folAnd
formation of the outward life.
lowing from an old friend of mine in
ene
of the most efficient agencies Ellsworth. 1 wish to thank her here and
through which we receive the power
now, and to tell her tbst before I bad read
of the Holy Ghost to regeneration is two sentences Easier
thoughts and M. B.
Whoever is convicted of the s ,-m ments
prayer.
mingled.
sinfulness of the old life and desires
NEW CENTt'KY IDEALS.
and prays for the new will not be deTo weigh the material lu the scales of the per
nied. This was the psalmist's experi- sonal, aud measure life
by the standard ot love.
ence.
Convicted of his sinfulness, he
To prize health as contagious happiness,
prayed, “Create in me a clean heart, wealth as potential service, reputation as latent
0 God, and renew a right spirit within Influence, learning for the light It cau shed,
me." His prayer was answered, and power for the help It can give, station for the
good it can do.
so will ours be.
But complete transformation is not t To choose in each case what Is best on the
whole, and acctpi cheerfully. Incidental evils
accomplished in the life. Christ’s work involved.
of transformation begins hero, hut it
To pul my whole self. Into ail that J do and
does not end here.
When He comes Indulge no single
deslre.at the expense of ray
again He “shall fashion anew the body self as a whole.
of our humiliation, that it may be conTo crowd out fear by devotion to duty, and
formed to the hotly of His glory. see present and future as one.
To treat others as I would be treated, and
Now are we the sons of God. but it
doth not yet appear what we shall be; myself as 1 would my best friend
To lend no.oil to the foolish, hut let my light
but we know that when He shall apshine freely for ail.
pear we shall be like Him, for we shall
To make no gain by another’s loss, and buy
see Him as He is."
no pleasure.witb another’s pain.
BIBLE READINGS.
To harbor no thought of another which 1
Gen. vi, 3: Ps. li, 7-11; Ezek. yi. 17-21; should be unwilling that other should know.
To
say nothing uukiud to amuse myself, and
xvill, 30-32: John ii. Ml; iii. 1-16;
nothiiig false to please others.
1 Cor. xv. 51-58; Gal. v. 16-26; Phil,
To take no pride, iu weaker men’s.failings, and
iv, 8, 9; 1 John iii, 1-3.

One of the most active and prosperous
Christian Endeavor societies in
New York has
r
its home in tlie
Marble Collegiate church, of
which Rev. Dr.
David
James
Burrell is pastor.
Dr. Burrell is a long
time Endeavor
enthusiast and
has espoused
& the cause with
2 voice and pen.
At
state
and

t BEYOND
fDESERT
£

MADOk”.

communications, anu its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications tnuel be signed, but the name of
writer will n »t be piloted except by permission.
Communications will he subject t*' approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

man

LtVT

*o#o*o*o*o*o«»c*o*o«o*o*o«

The purposes* of thU column are succinctly
stated in th3 title am' motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alma to be belprul and hopeful
Being for the conrnon good, it la for the common u*e-a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas- In this capacity it solicits

ioned

W41C11

aWjrrticrmcnts.

fllutnal Benefit tflolnmu.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

It

is

not

show aught of feeling.
river runneth deeply, so

our

As

custom

~

How to Heroine

Wkst.Fkakklin, Aprils.
Aunt

Only

Madge:

Permit

me

to

enter

the

department of plea,

pudding*, cake*, etc., to ask “O’* if she or he
will be a little more explicit In regard to the
remedy prescribed for rheumatism? Will the
remedy cure all kind*? What Is roll brimstone
ground? Is it common sulphur? It the first
quart does not cure, bow long should we
repeat, etc?
“Aunt

B.

_

Emma”

comes

to

us

with

a

cheery spring greeting and a temperance
sentimentlmany will endorse.
Westj Franklin,‘March 31.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. ti.j^ietere:
There Is every ; Indication of “spring, gentle
spriug”; the geese, hluejay, sparrow, blackbird
and the “poor, despised roblu”—all have put In
an appearance and tbeyare welcome.
I have enjoyed all the letters so much this
wluter, and I must say to “Aunt Marla” that her
letters “verily doeth good like a medicine”; they
are so bright, breezy and cheerful, brim full of
Ute and hope which we all need to make.us mure
helpful to the world.
1 would like to|run In and get one of your
doughnuts and ^ piece ofgmiuce pie, as 1 have
been ill and need something to tempt my appetite. We are having our fall pig killed to day.
The little poem at the heati.of our last column
was beautiful, and what a lesson for all to try
and do some Utile good every day of our lives!
Life for me would not be worth living if I lived
entirely for myself. No life is just what we
would desire, and in this busy world of ours we
are often at our wits4end to know just what
would be for the best. So let us ail do the little
duties that come to us day by day, and not fret
about to-morrow, as; many of us.are apt,to do.
Now what do you think of me? I neglect lots
of work to read the books and papers. I have
to, In order to know anything of what Is going
on in the world.
I have made a worsted quilt
and nearly two print ones this winter.
Dear sisters, do you want me to tell you what
I think about the earthquake? 1 think It was for
prohibition in this good old State of Maine, and
God grant it may shake every man, woman and
child to a realizing sense of its condition. And
would that every officer of the law In county*
state and nation might “dare to do right, dare to
be true", and what a good time we could have,
with “none to molest us or make us afraid"!
Now just for a change shell a few peanuts and
roll fine aad mix with your next cookies you

in

a

Centenarian.

tbe countiy where tbe air is
of one’s

pure, and unnatural stimulus
faculties does not prevail, can

man hope
live to be 100 years old, is tbe opinion of
Hiram Warren, of Springfield, Mass., who

to

recently

became

centennarian.

a

“When 1 was half as old as 1 am now,”
said Mr. Warren, “people thought that at
fifty years of age it was time to die.”
Time has dealt kindly with Mr. Warren
who retains the use of all his faculties,
though bla hearing la impaired and his

eyesight

is dim.

Warren

Mr.

was

town made famous

promoted by

the

born in ABhfield, the

by the annual dinners
late George William

Not until two years
with his grandNash, in Bpringfield, had he ever spent more than a night
or two at a time oatside of Asbfield.
At that time he was taken with the first
Illness of his life, an attack of pneumonia
which would have terminated fatally with
Curtis and others.

ago, when he came to live
daughter, Mrs. Charles A.

many

a

younger

man.

“Temperate.living is the explanation of
my long life,” said Mr. Warren. “I was
born on a farm, was brought up to work,
but not to

Worry

overwork, and

will kill

a

farmer

never
as

worried.
as it

quickly

a banker.
“I always kept my lungs filled with
fresh air. More people than you think
don’t know how to bteathe, and nature
gets tired of waiting for them to learn.
Liquor and tobacco shorten life. The
healtny man doesn’t need them, and the
sick man oughtn’t to have them.
“When a man gets to be 100 years old he
eats the same things he always ate. Beefsteak, potatoes, bread and tea are good
enough for any one. Coffee la a stimulant
and cake is not nourishing.”
Mr. Warren is inclined to be stout, and
he walks with a cane In each band.
Flowers are bis hobby, and the rose bis
favorite flower. Since going to Springfield to live be has disregarded the first
part of Franklin’s adage relative to early
retiring and rising, and of late has seldom
sought his bed before 10 or 11 o’clock.
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the bottom Btep of tho
Mam
three leading Into the house, her elbows on her knees and bcr chin in her
palms Site had swept tile gravel walk
running like a lava scorched strip of
barrenness to the front gate, through
the soothing green of the uncut lawn.
Her broom leaned on the steps beside
her.
So the little yellow horse drawing
the weather handed buggy passed under her eyes ns It made a great show
of hurrying by the bouse and turned
Without guiding rein Into the road
At
lending near to the kitchen door.
the well the horse stopped and plunged
its nose greedily Into the trough of
sat on

water.
A sparely made woman climbed front
the buggy and stood the egg basket
with Its load of groceries beside the
curb. She looked nt Mam wrapped Ip
the sound proof mantle of her reverie
and led the horse away.
Presently she returned, slung the
heavy basket on her arm with the Incense of coffee anil green tea rising
about her, placed her burden upon the
step beside the silent woman and said:
“Well. Mam.”
"Els' Ann, you homo?” queried Mam.
turning her head slowly.
“What're you thlnktn' about Mam?"
Els' Ann asked, untying the strings of
her broad brimmed hat and swinging
It at her side.
nor roomer was

sueni.

“You know It’s a bad sign In yon
when you think. Mam.” Els’ Ann said
“You ain’t goln’ to git
anxiously.
down with the malarial or J’anders,
air you?”
“P’you git any mail, Els’ Ann?”
Mam asked evasively.
Els’ Ann put her hand on Mam’s
shoulder and looked into her face,
wrinkled and brown as a tobacco leaf.
“No use o’ you tryln’ to put me oft.
fclnm.” she said. “What air you thinkin* about this time. Mam?”
Mam turned her back to her persist
out questioner, raised her eyes to tin*
dim rijn of the horizon again and an
awered with a quiver of remorse and
regret in her voice:
“It’s a organette this time. Els’ Ann.”
“A organette!” gasped Els’ Ann, with
Then
a spasmodic Intake of breath.
The
she dropped down to the step.
shadow of the house stretched down
the gravel path and drew the gateposts into its refreshing embrace.
After awhile Mam sat down beside
her. Neither spoke.
So it was an organette this time.
The last time Mam had a “thinkin’
spell” it had been induced by tlie visit
of a portrait agent to whom she gave
$7 for an enlarged picture of her dead
Seven dollars was a heap
husband.
for a picture, even life size and of
one's father, when one knew Dave
Croker, the grocer at Montieeilo, gave
one just like It with $10 worth of

goods.
At length Els’

Ann arose. “Where is
It at. Mam?” she asked.
“In yunder on the table.” answered
Mam, with the guilty feeling of a penitent robber disclosing the hiding pluce
of his spoils.
Els’ Ann went in and sat down at
the table beside the little varnished
Mam followed and stood beside
box.
her. Els’ Ann felt the shining surface
with her calloused, toll toughened
hand, traced the gold trimming around
the top and the gold lettering, “Organette,” and asked:
“How much did you give the feller

for it. Mam?”
Mam's face brightened.
Only leven
dollars,” she answered, "an' the feller
he said it plays a hundred tunes.
That’s a heap more'll your cousin Nannie can play on her'n with all her
ban's an’ feet, an' you Jess set down
an' turn that little hau'le an’ the
music flows—that's what the feller he
said.”
“You paid him ’leven dollars outen
the twelve Tweddle gave me for old
Know's calf?”
“Yea, Els' Ann, but he said it was
He said
worth ten times the money.
you'd have to pay $5 to git into the
o])eray an’ beur only purt o’ them
tunes played, an’ here you can sit right
in your own parlor an' have 'em at any
time, day or night, without extra cost
whatsoever.”
Els' Ann sat motionless a long time.
The chickens went to roost, and Mam
again took up her pensive vigil on the
front steps.
The gloom deepened in the room
where Els’ Ann remained alone.
Khe
was overwhelmed by the debris of all
the plans she had built on the $12
Mam had so foolishly spent for the
worthless box with a roll of perforated paper inside.
She should pave
carried the money with her when she
went to Monticello instead of leaving
it in the bureau drawer and telling
Mam to watch out that a tramp didn’t
sneak In and get it “Seemed like them
there agents always waited till she
went away to flock in on Mam. Must
all know about her.
Orto be some
law ag'lu agents. An’ where was she
to get money for that new winter jacket now?
Butter’n eggs didn’t fetch
any more than would buy groceries an'
Shoes, with a dress for Mam now an’
She'd been wearin’ that old
ag’in.
Jacket for years an’ years. Let’s see,
how long was it? Well, hard to tell
exactly, but ever since the winter Thoa
Brassfleld begun to keep comp'ny with
her—for at least seven years cornin’
twict a week, Winsd'ys an’ Sat'd'ys,
as reg’lar as prayer meetln’, an’ never
a word about
gittin’ married. Course
keepin' other fellers away. Everybody
thought they'd marry—had been think-

In* no

fnj mil years—at least

’cept Els* Ann.”

everybody

“Go right in. Then. Els’ Ann, she’s
in ynnder,” she heard Maui say from
her perch on the steps. Then Then*s
big boots clumped across the porch,
the screen door creaked and he sat
down in a cluilr a respectable distance
behind Els’ Ann.
“What's a’ you got in that box, Els’
Ann?” he asked.
“It ain’t no box,” she replied listlessly; ‘it’s a organotte.”
“Gee-ino-nce!” said Then. “Play us
a cboon.”
Els* Ann moved the little
crank. There was a chuckling sound,
a preliminary note or two; then it bebau to play.
Nearer, My God. to
Thee.” “Suwancc River," “Yankee
Doodle,” “Annie Laurie,” jigs, waltzes,
operatic airs, all in the same spiritless,
sleepy tom*, came from the organette
as Els’ Ann, bound in the charm of the
unaccustomed dissipation, turned on.
By degrees Thou Brassfield moved
the chair nearer and nearer to Els’
Ann.
When the moon lifted its yellow head above the lilac bush and
looked in at the window, Thea’s left
arm was around Els’ Ann’s shoulders.
After what seemed to Then hours of
blissful oblivion from the cares of
chinch bugs in the corn and smut on
the oats the music stopped abruptly.
Els’ Ann reached out and felt the roller
where the perforated paper had
been wound. It was empty.
Then leaned forward.
The music
had sanctified the air. He felt like lie
did the day he tiptoed up to the coffin
and looked at his dead mother's face.
It seemed sacrilegious to speak, so he
pressed Els’ Ann’s shoulder tenderly.
She turned her face to him.
“Els’ Ann,” he whispered—“Els’ Ann.
will you have me?”
Els’ Ann bowed her head.
“You
knowed I would before you axed me.”
she said gently and sighed as one sighs
who sees u great labor finished and put
aside.
The screen door creaked, and Mam
stood in tin* gleam of moonlight flowing In through the window.
“You put the han’le on the back roller now." said she. "an’
wind it up:
then it plays ’em nil over ag’in. That’s
what the feller said.”
Sound

and Color.

Wo recognize the happiness of the
well known nnnlngy traced by a blind
man between scarlet and the sound of
n trumpet because those who can both
see and hear accept the aptness of comparison between the two forces which
powerfully affect one the optic and the
other the auditory nerve. Hut scarlet
Is not the exact analogue of a trumpet
blast.
The sensation of color Is Imparted to
the brain by means of vibratory waves
communicated to the all pervading medium. ether; that of souud by similar
waves communicated to the denser
If the analogy
medium, atmosphere.
between scarlet and a trumpet blast
were a true one. each should affect the
sensorlum by means of vibration of a
rapidity similar in proportion to that
caused by other colors and tones.
The pitch of a
Hut that is not so.
tone Increases with the number of vibrations in a given time. The tone of
a
trumpet is high because it causes
relatively rapid sound waves, but the
vibrations caused by a ray of red light
are few compared with those caused
by other rays, for the vibrations arising from the red end of the spectrum
amount only to about 450,000,000,000
in a second, whereas those from the
violet end amount to about 007,000,000,000. So the blind man was only vaguely successful in comparing a lively
sound with a vivid color.
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"Cn. this pain," sakl Mrs. Hippo,
"Drives me mad!
It’s the ver>' worst toothache
I ever had!
To the monkey doctor I will
Go this day
And see what science ho
Can bring to play.”
So she wont and rang the little

Doctor’s bell.

why there

a*e

1>IUII

IU

<

V

nil

UUI

aiillllg

on

Enjoying Illm»elf.
A fond mother sent her small boy
Into the country, and after a week of
anxiety received the following letter:
“1 got here all right, and 1 forgot to
write before.
It is a very nice place
to have fun.
A fellow and I went out
in a boat, the boat tipped over and a
man got me out, and 1 was so full of
water that I didn't know nothin’ for a

long while.
“The other boy has to be buried
when they find him. His mother came
from her home, and she cried all the
time. A horse kicked me over, and I
have got to have some money to pay
It
the doctor for mendin’ my head.
was broken a bit.
“We are goln’ to set an old barn on
fire tonight, and I am not your son if
I don’t have some real fun. 1 lost my
watch, and I am very sorry. I shall
bring home some snakes and a toad,
and I shall bring home a tame crow If
I can get ’em in my trunk."—Loudon

Globe.

a

The

drop.

do a

supply Is good.
i5tfi8

Poultry.
Chickens.

20

Fowl.14316

WASHBURN-CROSBVS

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.12 314
Baled. .18
Straw.

GOLD jiEDAL

L'0?*? ..««n
Baled...
]8
Vegetables.
20 Turnip-, tb
<6
Squash,
Beets, lb
Toma oes, ft
08
Cabbage.
Sweet potatoes, ft
14
Carrots, ft
Potatoes

pk

Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Celery,

1
M>
26

Apples, pk
ran worries, qt

not

mi

white- slices that grace the table
Good flouri3theresult
of careful wheat selection and
advanced milling methods.

atnight.

Neufcbatel..

Fresh laid, per

4

«-—->
So she sank into the monkey
Dentist's chair.
"Mind," she said, "if you hurt me I
Do declare
I will bite your head off quickly,
And you'll see
That I won't stand monkey business
Here with me."

cultivator.
u.1

good flour sho-.vs its quality: in
the fluffy dough under the
kneading hands, in the brown
loaves at noonday, in the flaky

.28

Eggs have takte

garden crops grown I* because of the old
notion that the garden must be a little plot by
itself and planted year after year until It gets
so full of weeds that it l-almost Impossible to
keep It clear by hand hoeing, and usually the
plot is so cramp *d and the rows so near together that It Is difficult to do much with the
LiCl

lb

RSoon

and Msght

(

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16fgl8
Best dairy (uew).
Dutch (imported).£0

more

i*a

piece, and have Ihe rows equal
apart and straight; then we can go
through the whole with the cultivator at one
time. Perhaps the onions may not do their best
here, but do not fall to plant some, a- even the
scullions are good eating for the family and
those that do not get large enough to eat the
ilrst year may be pulled ami kept In a dry place
until the next spring and reset, when they will
goongrownlng and in a few weeks you have
possible,

Earning,

i>»iry.le-ja

publications.—Commis-

rea*on

MKAdClA*.

Kggs.

on one

distances

Tremblingly the monkey took

a

Little peep.
Then with gas he put the Hippo
Fast asleep;
Propped her awful mouth wide open
With a stick
And then said unto himself:
"I must be quick!

onions.
The outlook for orchards and smad fruits Is
not very encouraging at this time, as the very
severe winter must have damaged the more tender varieties. If our cherries and strawberries
come through the winter all right It is not very
encouraging to see them carried off by blids as
fast as they ripen. The robins and clurry birds
are very destructive to the small fruits.
P. 11. Friend.
new

"This big tooth must come out quickly,
And I might
Blow out the thing with patent
Maximite."
So he placed a cartridge near the
Awful root.
Then ran out the door to listen
To it shoot.

II aw COCK—To evetv thoroughly well regulated
farm the kitchen garden Is an Indispensable
Everywhere.
adjunct. Therein should be grown all the fruits
Then, like other doctors, he was
and vegetables necessary for family use. In
Satisfied.
the irult department, strawberries should hnve
For he said it was successful,
T.tere shoul l not only be
ilrst consideration
But she died.
enough to fully sup >ly the family with fresh
—Atlanta Constitution.
fruit during the ripening, but to preserve, so
that the family can have them every day of the
Varieties from the very earliest to the
year.
very latest should be selected, that the fresh
For
fruit reason may be as long as pjssl.de. The
Arc'rpal
following would be a good selection
Clyde,
Little Folks
Undo Jim, (ilen Mary, Ridgeway and Mexl- j
OiD.
Raspberries and blacki>enle* should also
receive attention, and the best varieties for this
state are the Cutbbert and Marlboro raspber
rles and the Snyder and Agawam blackberries.
<■„
The t>est currants are Victoria and v\ bite
(.•rape; the best gooseberries, Houghton and
“Children, do not run far away,"
Downl g. High culture should bo given to *1'
said Marnnu Duck to her four little
E. W. W008TER
ducklings one day as she sat down in
Penobscot—I have had some experience
with apples and plums. I have done well with a place for a nap.
But she had no sooner closed her
plums fur the last ten or twelve years; have
raised on an average five bushels to the tree
eyes when Dick Duckling said to his
anu sold them at #3.20 per bushel. There is one
three brothers;
drawback to this fruit, and that la the black
“Let us take a stroll in the meadow."
knot. I have not found any remedy for this
“No,” they replied; “mamma told us
pest but to cut down thejtrees and burn them.
I have had to cut down two of my largest trees
this winter. Is there any remedy for tnls pest?
This and the railroad worm In apples I consider
ihe worst pests we have to contend with.
N. F. Norton
■

f\r>

5tory

...

■

=Disobedient Duckling
..

dee—per ft
Rio,
.100 25
36
Mocha,
86
Java,
Tea—per lb—
Japan,
.450-65
Oolong,
.800 66
Sugar—per tb—
05)4
Granulated,
ColTee— A .% B, .06
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.36
Havana,
Porto Bico,
.60
.60
8yrup,
Mimimr ana

......

"i

Note—The black knot has destroyed more
ldum trees than any other enemy of the tree.
In my experience I hnd that the most satlsf.i
tory treatment Is to sever the limb from me
tree as soon as the knot appears, and remove It
from th« orchard.
Some have been partially
successful in using as a wash a mixtuie of Inseed oil, kerosene and spirits of turpentine
equal parts. This makes a sort of varnish and
will prevent the ripening of the spores that
take place in the winter. It should be applied
as often as twice a year
Commiaaioner.

FLOOR

v.

03
4*4
02

Beans—per qi—
fellow-eye

.353.45
26330

WASHBUvN-CROSBY CO.
Minnea^oiis.Minn,

.06 3.08
Bice, .per ft
Pickles, per gal .45 3.a5
Olives, bottle
.260.75
Vinegar—per gal
Pure cider,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.05
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Byo meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02)4
OU—per gal—
.6*0.79
Linseed,
Kerosene,
I8gl5

I

-20

104.11

Lamb:

lock,
Halibut,

oh

Mackerel, each
Finnan 11 iddle

I63I8

25f30

12

M

H

BROWN A

JOS8ELYN,
Portland, Maine.

9

Lard,

Children

f

W

M

J
50

25

II
H

14s 16

Sea trout,

14

12*
50
7

50

50
7 50
7 0.7

Feed.
Oats, bu
Shorts—bag— 1.15 §1
Mixed teed, ba*
1 25 31
'♦Milling*. bag
1
Cotton seed mea’,
1
Gluten meal,
1

promptly

ills and treat them
ward off more serious sickness.

^k

to

^
^k

■

ELIXIR
is tlie great

remedy

for childhood

com-

^B

For stomach and bowel dis- ^B
\^k plaints.
constipation, poor ^B
^B orders, indigestion,
appetite, fevers and worms it.is un
peevishequaled.
^^k ness and aNervousness,
languid filing all
that are traced
^J^B Indicate troubles
to
stoinaeh, and

Fuel.

Wood—per coni
Coal—per ton—
5 00 §6 50
Dry hard,
Broken,
3 00 §5 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1004126
Nut,
5XX)
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, hard

It needs only a
little watchfulness to
keep children in good health,
Look for the symptoms of little

* Dr. True’s 1

20

qt
Oysters, qt
Lobsters, lb
111 iett*h,

j

Healthy

.13
18
j0
11

Salt

I

Mention this paper.

164-20

Smelts,

Flour,
Flour—per bbl—
5 75 §7 (0
1 3»
Corq, 100 lb bag
Corn meal, bag
1 35
Cracked corn,
1 35

prepared

BB

1«
16
.(6

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams,

Ilad

Cut out th:? advertisement and mail
to us with name ot your grocer and
we will semi you free of charge oneof
our GOLD MEDAL COOK BOOKS.
containing 1000 carefully
recipes. If your denier does not handie Gold Medal Flour, please men*
tion it in your letter. Address

yj
Klj
m
■j
H

C5
Tongues, each
10 315
Mutton,
10 a 18
Spring lamb,

Coil,

FREE TO HOUSEWIVES.

R

itiiiiainit materials.

Pork, lb.
Steak, lb
Chop,
.08®. 10
Pigs’ feet,
18
Ham, per lb
.05308
Shoulder,
Bacon,

Steak,
Roasts,

a

^

—

Provisions.

Veal:

that it make*
bread than any

high

er

made of the finest spring wheat;
its sales exceed any other,

10

.164-80
129.2.6

Cornea,
Tongues,
Tripe,

so

more

flour; makes lighter, more
delicate cakes and pastry. It is

J 25
Lumlier—per M—
Spruce,
Hemlock,
13414 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock Hoards, 13 311 Clapboards—per 6116 §.’0
Extra spruce,
24 421
Spruce,
20 §25
Spruce Uoor,
Spruce, No. 1, 20 §40
*0
0
Clear pine,
Pine,
25*5)
Matched pine,
20 8-25
Extra pine,
5)
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
extra
3 25
Cedar,
2.60
Spruce,
"
2 35
‘2 00
clear,
Il-mlock,
**
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.044.00
**
extra o .e,
1 HO Cement, per cauk
150
"
No. 1,
125 Lime, per cask
95
'•
.76 Brick, per M
scoots,
7*11
White lead, pr tt> .05®.< 8

Beef, lb:
Steak,

ne

ci

12&15

Pea.

is
fifth

quality

02

fr'ruit.
25 Oranges, doz
12 Lemons doz
Ormurlnii,

Co

Roasts.

Oh. what awful noises rent
The summer air!
Parts of Mrs. Hippo flew most

r-rr*..

Walking tli<- Beil I'.xrrrlae.
"Walking is the simplest, the most
natural and the most wholesome of all
exercises. No athlete ever trains for a
contest, no mutter what Its nature may
be, without walking u considerable distance In the open air each day.
Many
keep in vigorous health by this alone,
and no matter what other exercise you
take you must walk. But. first of all,
learn how to walk. A great many people walk In an aimless, shuffling manner and secure but little benefit from
the exercise. In walking for exercise
the effect Is better if the mind Is directed toward, some pleasurable end. Walk
with consciously directed movement
until you have brought every muscle
under perfect control of your will.
Moping along In an aimless, lackadaisical manner does little good physically and liurms one mentally.
The necessity of maintaining a proper, erect position of the liody must be
borne In mind. Bear the weight on the
balls of the feet, keep the shoulders
back and down, the chest high, but do
not hold the abdomen Inward, as Is
taught by many athletic Instructors.
Let It be relaxed, for tills part of the
body should move in and out with each
breath. There should be perfect freedom to breathe normally.

Creamery per

sioner.

Sedgwick—One

AMU

Country Produce,

Butter.

And she said: "Ol:, Mr. Monkey,
Can you tell
What on earth is making all this
Awful pain?
If I stand It longer, I will
Be Insane!"

Note—It offer* me difficulty to find such
treatment of the Insect* that are destroying
vuur beets as I would like to be able to dint, I
can only say personally that some year* since
while raising a patch of beets an Insect that we
called the beet fly practically destroyed my crop
ihai year, but iian never since troubli d mu to
We raise bee*-, however, on a
any extent.
small scale. To trace the life hi tory of till* Insect require* a great deal ol time and attention
and belongs to professional expert-*- The best
way 1* to send these Injurious Insect* to the
lie will give
entomologist at our untve. »by.
you all the information lie can in relation to
This 1* not a
liddlug >our plant* of them
very common insect and wr lad no remedies
our

WE1UNT8

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 00
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail snail
weigh 70 pounds.
Che standard weight of a uushei of potatoe
in good order and ut for
shipping, la 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
good order nod Ut for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-hagu turnips and peas, G<»
pounds, of corn, 66 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meat, 50 pounds; of parsulps,46 pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
A

f.AVoisK--1 have Ihcu Interested in marltt
gardening In a Miia 1 way fora number of year*,
and the moderate amount of knowledge which
has been acquired has come more through failures than thiough successes. I ti Hove It to be
waste of time and material to compete with gardeners from states even so far north as Mussn
chusttt* In ral-ing those crops which are easily
a*d cheaply ahtpp *d a considered distance. For
Instance, it Is found much more profitable to
raise ilia second early but larger po bled peas,
such a-the Grailus, than the smaller sorts which
are only a few dHy* In advance uml come on to
the marketata time when It is often glutted with
shipment** of southern crops. In the heavier
crops, such ss potatoes, this is uot so true, as
the freight and usually the difference In quality
on the Imported article will hold the Maine
For medium to
raised potato at the front.
heavy soil * any of he first early, round varle
tics are all right. On light soil the shape does
not matter so much.
Can the commissioner led me what to u*e to
keen the leaf maggot out of (>evt leaves? Tills
an obstm le to the production of one of the
best paying crops to be had, labor considered
Kalph T. Yoouq.

suggested lu any of

MAItKRl'8.

quirk
^B®^
gjfl l»r. True's

elief follows the use of

Elixir, over 50 years in use.
All druggists..’i'.-\ W r; to for free booklet,
“Children and Their Diseases.”
DR 1. F. TRUE ft CO.. Auburn. Me.

Bk

Drain and

55

Bi

Bp
Be

25

30
60

The Children s Remedy

60
50

**•* "ke *°Ukt *■
I
KEEPS them weu and happy.
Mo,fcCTS
h.
Doncetd
Upon
IWCTAUT
IWalSHM
MONE Y REFUNDED It it falls when

aofiu/nc®
OiTUYVU a

E

np'oyer—You look this morning as if
you had been late, very late getting to bed
last nigbt. Sleepy C erk—I wasn’t, but I
would have been.
Employer—How do !
mean you would have been?
Sleej y
Clerk—If I hadn’t decided not to go to

|

JS
__used
Trepared

_

I J F F

K

Norway,

directed.

All Millers sell It.

by the Norway Mediotn&Co.,
Me. Bend tot Teat imonnii.

you
bed

at

Thk

Amkriciar

:

all.

Boston’s World-Renowned Hotel.
It’s the
It’s the

place to sleep,
place to eat

WHEN YOU VISIT THE HUB.

—

the:
Fool 1 UK (lie Colonel.

I doubt If the pranks of the present
clay subaltern are as pluckish as those
of his predecessors.
I can rememb-t
a story
that went the rounds some
years ago of a daring junior of the
Grenadier guards who chaffed his colonel in a fashion that would not be
tolerated today. But the colonel was
not disposed to deal leniently with
him. lie kept unusually late, or rutin r
early, hours, so one day an early parade was ordered unexpectedly, ami
live minutes before tlie hour the colonel rode past the culprit’s quarters
Cheerfully unconscious of impend in4
doom, the latter leaned out of his bedroom window in the airy garments "f

sleep

to say

good morning.

The

c<

o-

nel chuckled and rode on, but to Ids
surprise at the stroke of time the subaltern stepped out on parade fully
dressed and all in order. He knew <>f
the trap and had donned the looser
garment over his uniform to take a
rise out of his superior.-—London Tatler.
The

I

sua

1

Thing:.

Mrs. Knowitt—I hear you celebrated
your silver wedding last week. Mrs.
Wise—No. To Judge from the presents
we received I think it was our silver
plated wedding.—Chicago Journal.
Success may sometimes come unexpectedly, but work alone can hold it.—

Murray.

_

Loss of Appetite la alto loss of vitality, vigor,
tone. To recover appetite and the rest tale
tl e
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—that
strengthens
stomach, perfects digestion, makes eating a
pleasure. It also makes the blood rich and
pure, and steadies the nerves.—Advt.
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pir«
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless;
positive cure for eoughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—Advt.

■Revere House
BOW DO I l\l
—

HE

QKABBED POOB DICKY.

we would get into trouble if we wandered away.”
“Oh, she's too careful," declared
Dicky. “Come on; let's have some fun.
There's no harm."
And so he finally persuaded them to
with him, and they wandered
go
through the grass a long way from

SQUARE.
a

central section of tin

the theatres and wholesale and retail stores.
Pleasant rooms SI and upward; with bath S2 and upward.
The best hotel table d’hote in America. Cuisine unexcelled.

city,

near

There isn’t a Stiffness
that

or

LEE’S

Lameness of Body
LINIMENT

will not

help.
For long generations this
wonderfully good remedy has
been curing lame backs and

asleep.
They were having a real good time,
too, when suddenly a large, hungry fox
sprang from the hushes. lie grabbed
poor Dleky by the throat and ran off

where their mother

In

Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station.

was

getting
and

hard as he could to his home, where
he made a good meal off the disobe-

ns

Keep
kii

dient duckling.
Can you guess what the moral of
this little story is?—St. Louis Post-Dis-

—as

the

sore
it

kinks out of stiff

muscles.

handy,

use

it

freely

thousands of others do.

Most for your money.
25c for extra large bottleful.

patch.

At all traders.
Short

and

Lon*r

Dart.

The day is longer or shorter ns you
north or south of the equator. Off
Cape Horn, 50 degrees south latitude,
the days in midwinter ure about nine
hours long. The longest day at London
is sixteen hours and a half; at Stock
holm, eighteen hours and a half; at
Hamburg, seventeen hours; at St. Petersburg the longest day has eighteen
hours and the shortest five; at Tornea,
In Finland, the longest day has twenty-one hours and a half and the shortest two hours and a half; at Spitzbergen the longest day Is three months
and a half.

CALDWELL

go

SWEET, 26 Main St., Bangor, Me.

The “old reliable”

healer, Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment, 10c.

Marine and

Mianus

Stationary Engine:

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Fully guarantee
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Wood
are

sawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, salh
pumps, bilge, cargo, etc. Simple, safe and sure.

M ianus Motor
29 and 33 PORTLAND

PIER,

Works,

PORTLAND, 91AINI

He has a
Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
and is a fluent public

Stye i£llsn)ortl) American.

large practice,
speaker.

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

The candidates are warm personal
friends, and should both remain in the
field, it is safe to predict a spirited but

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH,

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Roa,likb. Editor and Manager-

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr.

Sa.
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To

was

see

Angeles, Cal.,
has

been

in

here

of

the

John M. Lake, a former resident,
who died in San Diego, Cal.

Ray

has been operator in the
telephone office In place of Otto
Partridge, who has been ill.
Fellows

In
Penobscot baV.

that

probable

It is

A PROCLAMATION.

flna lambs from fourteen

con-

delegates
ventions.
Many of them are planning to
b3 present st both conventions.

lin street

Methodist

in‘place

I

Rev. Robert Sutcliffe preached hia faremeeting for the incorporation of the j
well sermon April 3, closing a successful
Bar Harbor Excursion Boat Co., was held
j
pastorate of four years. It is understood
at tbe office of B. E. Clark April 4.
Tbe following are the officer* of tbe that be wilt go to the Knight Memorial
lo Rockland.
coperation: George P. Billings, presi- church
dent; B. E. Clark, tr«asurer; C. E. Per- \ The R?bekahs were entertained Monday
kins, clerk; directors, George P. Billing*-. , evtnlng of last week by Leslie C. Homer
George W. Austin, K. Henry Keilum, C. J and Mrs. Daniel Courcey with a turkey
hall. Mr.
• jpper at tbe lodge banquet
E. Perkins, Chester E. Clement.
Homer donated tbe bird.
Toe capital stock la f5 000, with 100
shares at f50 a share. The company will
j Harry H. Austin baa gone to New

point

A

Thursday, the Twentv-Flrst
Instant, as

Day of April,

FAST DAY.
Upon this day let all unmcessary labor be
suspended, and In deference to this time honored custom Instituted by our forefathers, let It
be appropriately observed by all the people of
the State.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
four, and of the independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and

do

Byron

JOHN F.

Boyd, Secretary

freight

passenger,

A

and

HILL.

new

boat

Tbe

architect.

of State.

of

soeed is

The

signed

American is

April

6

:

2,650 copies.

Average for four issues in Jan., 2,425.
Average for four issues in Feb., 2,594.
Average for five issues in March, 2,650

feet

de«»p

seven

The estimated
boat

is

de-

passengers.

given at Music bail Wednesday evening
Tbe
for the benefit of the Hobo band.
members of tbe band, dressed in fantastic
costumes, marched through Main street
at 8. 30 Wednesday evening and gave a

Waterviile this forenoon Hon. E.
was renominated for Con-

concert

Burleigh

at the

of

corner

Maiu

and

march to the ball
began, attended by a large crowd. Music
for the dancing was foruifhed by Joy &
Kelley’s orchestra of eight pieces.

ss

Mrs.

visiting

Carpet lings,
Oil Cloths,
I.inoleiiiiis,
Art Squares,

humors,

their effect?,

invigorate

strengthen,

I

touo

j

where else.
We keep almost
We make
season

to #12.50

variety

from 50c a

pair

to

everything

in the line of

Dry Goods, Small Wares

a

special display

of

Mohairs, which will
yard.

be so

popular

this

at 50c, 75c, and #1.00 per

FANCY and BLACK SELKS.
WASH

Although

DUES#

GOODS.

thought about a month ago that we had supplied the
whole couuty with our Waist Patterns, our customers are still calling
for them. We have just received a new lot which we offer from 75c
to #11.00 per pattern. Xo two alike.
we

OUR S\LE of SUITINGS.

all

and

Our suitings are selling rapidly. The prices are popular: the fabrics
are different from other stores' goods.
The assortment is the largest
in the town; #1.50 a yard, and all the intermediate qualities down to
lOc per yard.
An early inspection of our Sill^s and Dress Goods is earnestly
quested.
Something new in Petticoats confined to us exclusively.

re-

McGee Adjustable Yoke Underskirts

“I had «a!t rheum

on ray hands so that I
I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla

and it drove out the humor.

have a

and House Furnishings.

the whole system.

could not work.

#5.00

Portieres, Denims, Cretonnes, Silkolir.es, Tapestries and all kinds of
line of Fixtures. All these are offered at
a better assortment than you ean get any-

j

overcome

25c to 5<>c.
50e to #1.25

Drapery Goods; also a full
reasonable prices and with

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills
|
all

we

$12.50 to #.‘15.

910.

Are impure matters which the skin,
liver, kidneys and other, organs can
not take care of without help, there is

Remove

the best fitting Petticoats made in America. They have a patent
French Fitted Top which enables one to fit the garment i>erfectly to
her own figure, when put on for the lirst time, and it never requires ad-

are

I continued ;

justing again. They

are

sold exclusively by

us.

Then will come the county
conventions. That for Hancock county
will be of special interest, as there
will doubtless be some interesting conmany aspirants for office
made their announce-

already

ments.
Then will come tho event of Bpecial
local interest—the republican caucus
in Ellsworth to nominate a candidate

Mrs.
a

few

Whitney Johnson, of Otis, spent j

days last week with relatives here.
Carrie Garland and daughter Bee-

i*.

sie went to Haocock iast
School commenced

Friday.

Hooper as teacher.
Ivory Frazier and Lawrence Moore

Sa-ha

we

trip

ment

of

Frank

Jones has been made, tbe schedule

tbe

first

summer

of

tbe

steamer

train and boat service has

issued, tbe scissors grinder is going
rounds, and the street sprinkler is in
commission.
been

his

Among the Bar Harbor people who
went to Bangor Wednesday of last week
to bear Nordica, were Rev. Stephen B.
Green,* the Misses Green, Mrs. B. C.
Reynolds, Miss Addie Bunker, Miss Olie
Ash, Mrs. Edward B. Rodick, Maurice C.

to the legislature.
This will be the friendly contest
between Dr. A. C. Hagertby, who
recently entered the field, and Arno

King, who, although not formally
announcing his candidacy, has been Rurnsey.
generally regarded as in the field ever
County-Treasurer Tapley, who is a cansince he so gracefully withdrew from didate for re-election, and George H.
W.

the contest of four years ago.
Both these
gentlemen are well
known. Dr. Hagerthy is a practicing
physician; he was elected mayor in
1903, and was re-elected last month.
He is a large property-owner, and is
interested in lumber manufacturing in

Grant,

who is

seeking

been in town within
the

grounds

Tbe

a

the
few

office, have
daya looking

municipal officers pave purchased

tbe

Co.,

coun-

|

and

for the

t

a

tbe contract

been let to Beth

building

for the

eeasou.

About twenty of tbe young people were
agreeably en'ertalne^ at the borne of B.
F. Carter «nd wife March 30, It being the
birtbdsv of their eldest
April 11.

sou.

8.

(.ffilantrti.

BOY WANTED
at Hancock House, good, active boy to
answer bell calls and make himself
generally useful. Apply at office.

Host.

over.

National Drill & Manufacturing
portable rock-crashing plant for
the western part of the town.
The se'ectmen have selected a site for
the pest-house on tbe Eagle Lake road,

of

ployed

AnlOON CAT— Gr*y and brown mixed.
swers to name of Fritz. Finder pkase reV,
turn to Lizziu Mobbib, Beal ave., or address
box 243, Ellsworth.

£

JFat Salt.

Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Morrison and their
children have returned

ern

Pines,

N.

C.,

where

from

South-

they pent

several

Ellsworth, president
worth loan and building association;

of tbe late

Kilbnrn Blaisdeil,
Brimmer's Bridge; 83acres; well wooded;
IjlABM

good ooildings.

Elis worth Falls.

Apply

sear

to

It no*- stands with lot four rods on Msio St.
Per order of trnstees. B. T Sowle, 8. L. Loud.
M. B. GKKKISH, Committee.
Cook's Point, Bast Biuehtll, S
acres land,
story bowse. stable, car
riage house, hennery; good water in bonse
Good place for summer rustiand out doors.
cation. Apply to M. D. Cook, Lamoine, Me.

FARM—At

JFor Salt.
A.

H. Cakuslb,

TAX DEEDS
i* hereby give n that all property
bolden by the town of Tre ton by
tax deed*, will be sold at public sale at Evergreen hall, in said town, on Wednesday, May
6, 1904. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
By order of selectmen,
Mark Hayses, Treasurer.
Trenton, March 17. 1904.

NrOTIOE
no

---

O W8—* good Milch cows.
Haokbthy, Ellsworth.

Apply to A. C.

--

Made in

DO

Forty-six different styles
1

NrOTICF.

$.’(

per

pair.

New

New Muslin Underwear.

Hosiery.

New Ribbons.

New Trim mi tigs.

New Kuching.
1

New

Wrappers.

New Lace Stocks.

New Embroideries.

New Laces.

New Buttons.

New Goods iu Every Department.
notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

executor

Mary H.
Moore, late of Ellsworth, in the coanty of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons havimr
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to inak< payment immediately.
Feed L Frazier.
April 5, 1904.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Hancock county.
In the matter of
)
James T. McDonald, ! In Bankruptcy.

)

of CORSETS from .TOc to

New Khl Gloves.

_\c::xs.

subscilber

prices from $ I .fio to ijcili. MISFIT IMwhy pay double for custom-made garments which
at

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Notice

xL;t;z.

Then

may not lit?

m...

of Dissolution of Partnership.
is herebyby given that the partnership heretof r- existing unaer the
name of Ha~lein A Buzzell was on the sixth
day of February, a. d. 1904. dissolved by mutual consent of the undersigned, being the
individual members of said partnership.
A. K. Hahlan.
Howard R. Buzzell.
Waltham, Feb. If, 1904.

lifty styles

POSSIBI R.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cunicu locus Park,
i
demand protection to life und property
from the county of Hancock, the State ol
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Frbtz Austin.

To the creditors of Jstues T. McDonald, of
Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby riven that on the 9th
day of April, a. a. 1904, the said James
T. McDonald was duly adjudicated bankrupt: and that the first meeting of Ms cred
itors will be held at my office, at 89 Main
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 80th
day of April, a. d. 1901, at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact
such other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, April If, 1904.

NOTICE

»s

weeks.

the Ells-

1

Bankrupt,

has

Hopkins.

two

TEACHUB*' EXAMINATION.
examination of teachers of
beld at the ecboolboase
Satuiday, April 23. at 8 a. m.
D. B. Alley
Trenton, Me., April 4,1904.

spring
Trenton, will be
THE
ia district No. 5,

FREEDOM NOTICE.
r’lNHJS i» to give notice that I give my son.
X Clarence W. Alley, the remainder of hi*
minority. After thi* (late I snail claim mine
of his arning*. nor be responsible for anv bill*
Urorgk W. Alley.
of bis contract.ng.
Ellsworth, Me., March 28. 1904.

Monday with Miss

tbe

for the

representative

wu not entitled to share in a y of the
profit* of the company, or liable for any of
the debts of the company.
Jan 1. 1894
Mr*. Char J. Douglas*.
North Hrooksville. March SO. 19M.

John Neville, of Bar Harbor, is
her father, Jeremiah Moore.

regular meeting of the Choral | to Green L'«ke last week, where they have
society Friday evening it was voted to employment.
Whitmore Garland has been appofhud
give a concert this spring. No date was
Commlnaloner Newman overseer
decided upon, but it will probably be tbe Street
of tbe roads here.
last of May. Toe two concerts which the
Mrs. I.sura Moore la III.
society has previously given have been
fc
very sue essfnl, and no effjrt will be
PRETTY MARdU.
Bpired to make this year’s concert surpass
tue previous ones.
A’len Smith tnd wife have gone to
The
announceSpring bss come.
Northeast Harbor, where he is to be emAt

chosen.

he is treasurer and managing director
of the Eilsworth Lumber Co.; he is
a director in the Union Shoe Manufacturing Co., and a director in the

berth

LAKEWOOD.

M

After that tbe line of

convention to be held in Chicago in
June will be chosen.
The next event will be the State
convention at Bangor in Jnne, at
which a candidate for governor will be

of

a

offer Carpetings from 25c to # 1 .OO per yaru.
Mattings from It! 1 -2c to 50c.

e

In l.ace and Muslin Curtains

tion, dull headaches and many other
troubles are due to them.

pit tournament, which has been
going on all winter in the Foresters' hall,
has closed with a victory for the side
captained by Fred W. Smith, who took'
tbe lead at the finish, defeating
Harry
W it ham’s side by a total score of 18,730
to 15 970. The victors will ta* a bu led-

Cot-

tage streets.

gress in the third district, and at Bangor Hon. Llewellyn Powers was renominated in the fourth. To-morrow
at Portland delegates to the national

Washington

secured

Mat-

dale

begun.

both Hancock and

ha*

Carpets,

right

i;

They litter the whole system.
Pimples, boils, eczema and other
eruptious, loss of apatite, that tired
feeling, bilious turns, flu of indiges-

The

couples attended tbe dance ;

About 150

row, the formal opening of the campaign of 1904 may be said to have

ties.
Mr. King is a leading member of the
Hancock county bar. He was a law
partner of Chief Justice Wiswell until
He
the latter went on to the bench.
is a director of the First national bank

he

|

tings, Carpet Hugs, Art Squares, Curtains and Draperies. We can
show you goods in this line which no other store in town is able to
show, as the goods and styles are confined to us. Our prices are all

THIS

Politics Astir.
With the holding of the republican
district convention to-day, and the
State convention at Portland to-mor-

as

feet

where

our

\\

such an accumulation of them.

Mr*.
chief-engineer on a large yacht.
Austin will spend tbe summer with her I
partnts, John Sails and wife.

prices more reasonable.
Particular attention is called to our extensive line of

■

|

i

The place of business of the new corIts use till the sores disappeared.” Mat.
corn supper at the expense of tbe vanporation will be tbe Dirigo boat st«ge.
Ira O. Brown, Rumford Fails, Me.
q uis bed.
formerly known as the Neal wharf, which
Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises to
died
11.
cf
tar*. Hannah Ware
April
has been purchased of Asa Hodgkins A
cure and keer>8 the oromise.
at tbe home of her sister, Mrs.
Sons by C. E. Perkins, K. H. Keilum and J paralysis,
Paulina Baktr, in South Orrington. Mrs.
C. E. Clement, of Belfast.
Ware wan the widow of Dr. C. F. Ware, j
Sptiial J-TctirtB.
Tbe business will be managed by Mr. i
8ne was seventy seven years old, and
who
has
had
of
tbe
whArf
Whom
To All
it May Concern:
charge
Perkins,
leave* s
Mildred
gr.andd* ugh'er Mrs.
is to give notice that on the date
in previous seasons. Tuey expect to be
Lv’d. of Boston, a grandson. Edward
herein below stated the undersigned
;
for
business
with
tbe
new
boat
ready
Wsr-. of Brockton ar-d a daugbter-lD- ceased to be a member of Rainbow Grange i
June 1.
iaw, Mrs. George M. Ware, of Bucfcsport. Store Company in every way, aud from that

11,050 copies.
Issue of

fifty

to carry

fifty

j

two fifteet -hcr»e

Tbe

knots.

eleven

be

will

boat

amidships, propelled by
po*er gas jiiue engines.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1901.
edition

York,

is

long. e‘even feet beam,

This week’s

towing busi-

being built by I. M.
Cottrell, of Belfast, from p'ans drawn by
E. K. Nelson, of Bar Harbor, marine

twenty-eighth.
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All Humors

Robert Sutcliffe, who goes to Rock-

Rev.

j

aimrrtisnntnts.

of

land.

where
cheer*

of

sheep.

church

Goods store in this section.
You may find similar assortments, similar styles and as fashionable
goods in the large store* in the larger cities: but you cannot suit yourselves any better nor more satisfactorily. „If anything, you will find

delightfully situated on
on the went *irte of t >wn

Ofntm«nta for Catarrh that
Contain M« reurjr
a* mercury will surely destroy the tense of
•mell and complete1 y de'anv* the whole avstrm when eniertog It tbrou h the mucous surSuch article- should never l»e u-e*1
faces
c\c» pt on prescription* from reputable physicians. as Uie damage they will do 1* tat* foil to
the rood you «:*■ poaalotj derive from them.
■ s>r* Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F J.
Cheney A Co Toledo, O c >ni8lna no mercury,
»».d 1* taken infernally. acting directly upon
the blood aM mucous ’surface* of the areiem
In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure t*e sure you gel
In
It I* taken InternaMv and
th* gcnulue.
T*sStlToledo, * *hio i»y T J. Cheney A Co.
free.
8oM t v Drug-gist *
Price, 75c per bottle.
Take llsll’s Family Pills for CountipaiIon.

Rev. L. L. Hanscom, who come* from
Rockland, is the new pastor of the Frank-

large majority of

a

elected will aiteud tbe

the

Following a precedent that has existed since
Maine first became a State, with the advice and
consent of the executive council, I hereby ap

farm

in-ware

farmer, ha* no cause 'o complain from
bis Dock.
He has so far got t*eaty-one

committee.

chandise where fashion rules such as Ladies’ Outside Garment*. Ladies’
Suits, Dress and Walking Skirts, Storm Goats, Dress Goods, Dress
Trimmings, Waistings; nothing like it can be seen in any other Dry

in
small fruits this farm
excels
if not in quantity.
L«st ►e^nn
sola strawberries from the smell strip
devoted to them at a r »te of f 1.338 per
This

Heath has sold his house cn
First street to John Dorr. Mr. Heath has
moved to Brewer, where he has employment in the Britton tannery.
Sherman Davis, the East
Bucksport

will vote to enlarge tbe
committee and make rules govof office of the same.
members of the republican town

erning
To elect

By the Governor.

to be.

acre.

William

caucus

being able

In

at Bath.

town

We are certain of success from the start, and we are confident of
t> convince our customers that M. Gallert’s Shoe Store is the
most modern and up-to-date store in this section. Further details of
this venture will be announced later.
In the mean time we beg to call your attention to the large assortment we have gathered together in our present storeOur preparations for Spring are on a larger scale than ever. Of merupon.

bt*

,

SPRING.

Hy about the middle of April we will open a new store to be known
as GALLKRl'S BOOT ami SHOE STORK, in the building
next above to oar present store, with a full new and complete line of
Boots afid Shoes. The same will be under our personal supervision and
management. The well-known reputation of selling good merchandise
at popular prices we will try to retain, and wherever possible to improve

quality

central

to wit

IN TIIK TWO STORKS OF M. (HI.LKRT THIS

Y.

reason

TIMES]

PROMISED

to do them barm.

The farm consists of about 100 acres,
from which be cuts thirty five tons of
He keeps seven cows, and makes
hsy.
fancy Jersey butter for prtvste caatorxtere.
He u-cs t tic most modern dairy machinThe dairy
ery, Including
separator*
cmi nr and dairy house are models of their
kind.
Beside* his dairying. Mr. Perkins take*
He has 100
greet interest In poultry.
Rhode 1-land reds t tint turned him f 1 35
t
each above expenses during he pa-t year.

May.

received

as

but few with

of robins than to have another week of
ea^tt quake*. I th’nk there are but a
very lew who do not think so t o.
For some time past thr-re hive been
readers who thought those Son* h Hancock
communicati-n* wer a “little off”. Since
nading the cue of March 28 they are convinced.
C. E. Butlbb.

go >d

death of

tbe tenure

of

Methodist convention to be held in

Los

News

adopted:

if the

publican

rt

for

the

brutal

are

Model Dairy Farm.
Perkins, of Ca-ttne, has a dairy
farm of which he is very proud -and ha-

lay delegate to

elected

so

crusade

Henry Courcey. son of Daniel Courcey, hbout three ml'en fr >m the village,
a collision in the
Leach. was badly Injured in
visitors are always welcome, and
ful'y shown about the p'see.
F.auk- subway in Boston, and b%* come borne.
The schooner T. M. Nicholson, Cap*.
Leiacd, j

lug articles,

tests,

was

to record that there

J.

Miss Lena Bowden bas gone to Millinocktt, where she has a position in a
telephone exchange.
B. Stover

glad

a

For myself 1 would ra<her*-eea billion

j

R

begins the robins
against them. I am

life

begin

re-

Chaplain and Mr*. D. H. Triboa spent
Sunday la town, the guests of A. B.
Tribou.

Raiolred, That It Is tbe sense of this meeting
that the republican town committee be and
hereby are Instructed to insert to the warrant or
call for the next republican caucus the lollow-

have

been

inject

*o3n a*

will

natures

has

Luther A.
F. Paine,
Alternates—Frank Holdeu, Max
lin, Dr. E. J. Morrison, Ansa* B.
8. J. Clement, N. liillson, Stephen L. ! Matbeson, has arrived from NewfoundKingsley, Harold Carter, Harry L. Brad- j land after au unsuccessful trip for herring.
ley, Julien Emery.
H. E. Wakefield apoke of tbe advisa
C. C. Homer, Mrs. Lydia Gilley, James
ability of enlarging tbe t >wu committee, Stubbs and W. A. Remick and wife
tbe
and
offered
following resolution attended the grand lodge, of N. E. O. P.,
which

At

recess.

Llttlefle’d

F. M. Heath and family are home on
Verona, after spending the wiuter in New
York.

8trattoo,

Cbaries

11:8p.ni
5:31
p.m

STATE OF MAINE.

C.

A.

from Ml.

ton.

C. C. Morrison.

Dr.

is at home

Mrs. H. C. Fish has returned from an
Toronto, Out., and Bos-

Delegates to tbe State convention: L
Deasy, Charles H. Wood, D. G. Hall, B.
E. Clark, Harry M. Conners, A, H.
Lvnam, Martin L. Lord, E. 8. Kirk,

30]

First
».
nn
j* Quarter lx a
Full
f.r»Q
&&
r. Moon

0:83
p. m.
4:53
p.m.

Hadley,

As

extended visit in

B.

MOON’S PHASES.
Third

tr

Q. Quarter

L

W.

Milton

Alley,

Benjamin

Forsyth

LIVELY

Seemingly they are more numerous,
and more beautiful than ever befo_c.
critically larger

superintendent of scnools.
Aivab G. Dorr has jost received a fine
sixteen-foot power Swampncott dory.

for tbe

Rodick, chairlu
man of tbe republican town committee,
tbe caucus was called to order by John
8umtnsby, secretary. Charles E. Plneo
A. H.
Lynam,
was. elected chairman,
clerk, and H. E. Wakefield, teller.
conveution
The delegates to tbe district
E.
are W. H. Davie, Cbaries B. Piueo, H.
Wakefield, William Fen nelly, A. E. Lawrence, William L. Pierce, Fred C. Lynam,
E. 8. C ark, Roscoe Eddy, G. Raymond
Joy. Alternate*—B. 8. Higgins, 8. W
Rodick, Ernest Graham, Frank E. Wall*.
Cbaries E. Conners, George P. Billings,

[4

as

elected

the absence of 8. H.

1904

reported

for the Easter

Addison

Thursday evening.

] i~-—.—
APRIL

Holyoke

election of delegates to tbe
republican State convention to be beld !u
Portland April 14, and lo tbe third dl*
trict conveution to be beld at Watervllle
April 13, WPS beld at Grand Army hall last

Business communications should bo addressed
fen. and all money order# made payable to Tut
Haboock uou«rr Publishiji« co., EUs
worth Maine.

Snow is

Miss Alice

Republican Delegates-Xewf, Corporatlon— Interesting florals.
Bar Harbor.
April 12 (special)—A
caucus

H

ill at his borne in Millvaia.

_

00 a year; ELM for six
months; 60 cents for three months; if paid
In
advance,
ft
30, 73 and 38 cent*
•trlctly
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising itaua—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

D. L. Keyes and wife are visiting friends
Augusta and Bangor.

George

FROM BAR HARBOR.

fcubncrlption Price—f2

}24

Wan FraNKLUC, April 4, *904.
To the Editor of The American:
The robin* (friends) bare come again to
benefit and gladden mankind.

in

BT THE

1904

Corrropontifncf.

friendly contest.

MAINE.

3fiDrrn»rmmt».

FROM BtTCKSPORT.
New Methodist Pastor—Death of Mr*.
Hannah Ware—Local Gossip.
Hon. Parker Spoffjrd ta In Boston.

Do not

forget

C.alleit’s

Boot and Shoe store about the middle of

1

April.

M.

GALLERT.

--*-

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and

"Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
I Blain Street,

Ellsworth.'

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Will PIPERS and DRIPERIES
-AT-

E. J. DAVIS’

flbbntiatmnit*.

FROM

WASHINGTON.

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT.

to Leave —Work Nearly
Seed Ditftrlbutiou.
Washington, D. C., April 11 (special)—
Onecsnuot go about much in Washington
that are
without meeting faces
familiar in Hancock county. There are
tots of officials here who share the joys of
a summer on the Maine coast, and whose

Getting Ready
Done

ROYAL
Makes the

food

nutritious

to

establishments

wholesome,

more

and

in

Harbor

Bar

APRIL

KM
1594

OFFICERS OF THE COURT—GRAND AND

1596

TRAVERSE JURIE8

—

not

SHtrtjrrttscmnua.

Specialty Assigned.

Gault. Drummey; Inters.
Boynton Co vs Clark. Deasy; Fuller.
Sawyer vs Carter. Chase; Giles.
Water Co vs Vogell. Stearns; Chase.
Freeman
Co
vs
Hammond.
Benson;
re

Tracy.

*597

ASSIGNED

15&8

LIST.

that

or

CONVENED

TERM

TUESDAY.

Elden

Bowditch vs Llnecott. Benson; VVtilting.
Burr vs Llu*cott. Benson; Whiting.
Snaw vs Llnecott. Benson; Whiting.

Bo many jurymen having been excused,
lhe court ordered an additional draft of

Peptiron Pills

(Chocolate-coated)
nutritive as well as tonic, and
therefore in full accord with advanced
science as to the proper treatment of
Are

anemia, paleness,

and

neurasthenia,

weakness, in which the need
vicinity are well known. Most of these
Presiding Justice—-\. M Spear, Gardiner.
jurors.. A special meeting of the city of more and better nourishment is so
Ciern—J UN F. KndWLTon.
men are now occupied with official duties,
was
he'd t his morning at 10
government
County Attorney—It. K I K.vcr.
apparent.
but will soon be free to get away.
Sheriff-tl. F. vVmrcoMit
o’clicc for that purpose.
Arthur W.
They combine the best tonics, nerCrier—hKRgKRT T. .nilrbv. Aurora.
One of the Bar Harborites is RepresenAustin
snd
Irving (_)<good were drawn.
James A. hill.
Deputies
Gnuldsbore;
vines and nutfients for all pale, nervous
tative Edward Dc*V. Morrell, of the 5 b
FfKhtU.KT T. MI.HHI, Aurora; Walter a.
sufferers; are invaluable to delicate
[fuck-port; John numinkby, Bnr
Pennsylvania district, prominent every Snowman,
BORN.
Harnor; D. L. FIELDS, Kiln Worth
women
He
and girls, invalids and conwinter in Washington social doings.
Monographer— F L IIavden, Porllaud.
Fa-t Bliiehtll, April 7, to Mr aud
CA
RTEIt—At
Messenger—F. E. 1'ildkn.
valescents.
always took a lively interest in the local
Mrs Edwin .1 Carter, a dau^hu-r.
affairs of Bar Harbor, and in the permaCLOUGH—At Blm'ldl', April II, to Mr and Mrs
They put iron into the blood, strength
The April term of toe Hancock county
Ashman It Clough, a son
nent improvement of that famous resort.
into the nerves, color into the cheeks;
CUNN!NGH X 'I At Bar Harbor, April7e to Mr
j
Here in Washington he is one of the city supreme judicial court convened at Ellsaid digestion and promote sweet, reand Mrs Arthur (Aimduguum, a sou.
worth Tuesday morning at JO o’clock,
fathers, being a member of the House
GROSS —At Castlue, April 8, to Mr and Mrs j freshing, natural sleep.
Justice Albert ad. Spear, of Gardiner, pre
.John R Gross, a daughter.
committee that co-operates with a similar
Peptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated.) 50c. or
This is Justice Spear’s first apHX8KKLL—At Deer Isle, April 9, to Mr and! 51
the latter a full month’s treatment.
committee of theSeuate in governing the aiding.
Mrs Philip Dennis Haskell, a son.
In Ellsworth In bin official capearance
Prepared
by C. I. HOOD CO.^Lowell, .Mass.
and
the
terof
city
Washington
outlying
KING—At Lamolne, April 6, to Mr and Mrs!
Rnd it :e many an anxious lace that
El wood M King, a son.
ritory which comprises the District of pacity,
Selling
Agent in Ellsworth:
Appears, about the court bouse.
8MALLIDGE— At Northeast Harbor, April 4,
Columbia.
G. A. Parcher. 14 Alain Street
to Mr and Mrs Samuel Smallidge, a daughter
Tbe
dealers
are eapecinUy anxious,
liquor
He has a splendid establishment at the
ST4)VEK— At
to Mr and

Powder

Baking^

THE

—

Cases
IM
1375
1500

TIIK COURT.

nervous

—

more

both brain and muscle.

—

I have
to

given

the

Table
for five
and am

Training

the Cornell

years

very

University
satisfactorily,

—

famous for

and wholesome food,
“
Reliable Royal.”

The Old

legal Xotirtt.

old,
probability see

one

looking
men

Atkins.

THE

1

'Stucrtisrn.itua.

RIGHT HERE IN ELLSWORTH.
C. A.
fund

]

Parch

’r

Guarantees to

Re-

Money If Hyomel Fails

to

Cure the Worst Case "f Catarrh.
It is no uncommon thing to see a
medicine advertised

as

a

“guaranteed

But investigation usually
cure”.
j! shows that the guarantee is made by
: some unknown
firm, hundreds of miles

j
I

j
I

i

j

jI

rumored

that

has all of

jail sentences,

County At-

them

the

on

and with Juslice

The

chief-justice

is

At 10

Malue

away.
The guarantee, though, that comes
It
with llyomei is entirely different.
is made by <1. A. Pa roller, one of the
most reliable drug firms in this section,
lie advertises that if llyomei does
not cure the worst case of catarrh, he
will return the money without any
question or argument. No business
house in Ellsworth lias a better reputation for square dealing than Mr.
Parcher, and when he guarantees that
lie will refund the money if llyomei
fails to cure catarrh, no one has any
question as to the agreement being
lived up to, both in the spirit and
letter.
Hyomel is very easy and pleasant to
Just breathe it through the
use.
little inhaler that comes with every
outfit; every breath will bring recovery
It kills all the
so much the nearer.
germs of catarrhal troubles in the air
passages of the head, throat and lungs,
soothes and heals the irritated mucous
membrane, and is the only natural
cure for catarrh.
The complete outfit costs but one
dollar, and extra bottles of Hyomel
I*o
can be obtained for fifty cents.
not let a slight catarrhal trouble develop into one that may be serious and
Use Hyomei at once, rechronic.
membering that you run no risk whatever, when you try Hyomei on Mr.
Parcher’s offer of “No cure, no pay”.

a

of

campaign

the

was

o’clock Herbert T. Silsby, of Au-

crier,

rora,

called the court up mid prayer

The attorneys present at the opening of
were H. E. Hamlin, A. F. Burnham, A. VV. King, John A Peters, H. M.
Hall, G. B. Stuart, L. F. Giles, D. E.
Hurley, F. C. Burrill, John F. Koowlton,
Harry L. Crabtree, W. E. Whiting, of

little

used to

Ellsworth;

O.

THE

In

iiirv.

gress is now preparing to pack up, because the session is not expected to last
much longer. It will probably be about
two weeks before tbe

gavels fall In Senate

And House and the exodus begins. It will
be a rapid exodus this year, because many

get away to look after convcntions, about to assemble, and because tbe
tbe
spring is sufficiently advanced in
North not to eudanger the health of those
want

to

who have

beon

spending

the

.winter

Bulger, William H.,/orrman. .Cranberry Isles
Adams, Henry S. .Ellsworth
Billings, Harlau H.Deer Isle
Bridges, George B.Hancock
Crcickett, Gideon H.Stonington
Cunningham, Josiah.Surry
Curtis, Eugene P.Bucksport
Dunham, J. G.Amherst
Gray, James B.Sedgwick
Hodgkins, Coleman F.Lamoine
Hutchins, Frank E.Penobscot
Jellison, A'bion L.Mariaville

in

carpenter shops in the basement
are turning out great numbers of strong packing boxes, as always
The

Capitol

happens
These

towards the end of the session.

are

members

ments,

furnished

to

senators

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

and

Lord, Edward P.Ellsworth
Miller, George E.Sullivan

letters and docuespecially built for the

for paper',

being

Morse. George A.Bluehill

('-good, Ernest L.Bluehill
Perkins, Fred J.Brooksville

purpose.
The Maine members have their legislative tasks well completed, as the House la
about through with its necessary work.
Tbe Maine senators still have their hands

full,
day.

and

will

have

1

right up to the last!

Hale is putting the finishing
touches on the appropriation bills in his
charge. He will have about the last word
in the Senate this year. He will put the
general deficiency bill through the Senate
just before the curtain drops. In the
Mr.

meantime he will
matters of

disposed
All

have

numerous

legislation which

members

were

aud

tiower seeds

for tbe Flee Tree State

among the last distributed. The lists
of franked addresses were sent to the deare

partment many weeks ago to be forwarded
in turn to the great seed establishments
that are under contract properly to arrange the packages.
Ujv. Burleigh took a constitutional one
morning this week to the agricultural
department, an old-fashioned brick build-

ing,

surrounded

by
outhouses,
standing in tbe midst of the mail, a great
public park extending through the southern side of the city.
He went to ascertain in person that the
seeds for the third Maine district had
beeu properly dispatched, and incidentally to renew bis acquaintance with Secretary Wilson, the best secretary of agriculture the country has ever had, and the
oldest member of President Roosevelt’s
cabinet in point of service, being tbe

time about agricultural matters.
The governor was assured that tbe seed
tbe third district were now
for
packages
Secretary Wilson
nearly all delivered.
assured him that efforts had beeu made to
Bend a prime quality of seed this year into New England.

ting

for

a

BANGOR.

HARBOR TO

}A

.|

........

10

M

30

......

Hancock.I

II 20
11 26!
til 24

Franklin Road
11137;
Waah gton .June
11 4y
ELLSWORTH.
11 66
Ellsworth Falls..
fl2 01
Nicolin. rl2 15
Grten Lake.
|12 24
Late House.. *12 32
Holden
fl2 40
Biewer .June.
1 00
1 07
Banner, Ex St.
1 10
BANGOR, MC.
....

DIED.
BAKER—At Ellsworth, Aprl 12, Elislm F
Baker, agtd 74 years, 11 months.
BICKFORD—At Brookev! le, April 7, Capt
Rufus B Bickford, aged bO years, 2 months.
BRINTON— At Bar Harbor, April 10, .Julia
Nancy, wife of Charles Brlntou, of Mt Desert
Ferry, aged 33 years, 2 days.
CANDAGE-At South Bluehlll, April 8. Mrs
Naomi Candage, aged 6S years, 11 months. It

PM
5 35

Portland.
Boston.;.

PM
PH
3 30.
4 06
4 30
6 00 9 00
5 07 9 07
6 17
9 11
5 19
9 20
9 40
t5 2S
5 36 9 47
5 48 9 62
5 65 flO 05
6 06 tlO 14
12 f 10 22
f# 20 10 30
6 40 10 50
6 47 10 57
6 50 11 00
......

| .1

...

AM

1 t-6
5 57

9 Of,

AM

4 25
7 26

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P M

I

AM

7 40

Boston..

9 00
12 40

10 46'.
Portland.
AM
AM
PM
duys.
6 00 10 00
6 00
DOYLE—At Long Valley, Cal, March 17. Mrs BANGOR.
Ex
5 04
St.
6
05
10
06
Bangor,
II
Caroline
Doyle, formerly of Sullivan, aged Brewer June...
6 12 lo 12 5 11
6y years, 14 days.
Holden. t« StsiflO 84 t5 80
FULLERTON—At Thomaaton, April 8, Mary Lake House. f6 89 -flO 42
37
Ella, wife of Capt Frank Fullerton, aged 32 Green Lake.
6 47 >10 60 6 45
years.
Nlcolln. 16 66 flO 69 5 55
7 09 11 18 6 CO
GREENLAW—Drowned at Deer Isle, March 26, Ellsworth Falls..
Edward Lltchlield Greenlaw, aged
ELLSWORTH.
71611118 613
years.
7 SO'tU 27 6 23
HIGGINS—At Mt Desert, April 7, Isaac C Hig- Wa'-h'jtton June.
Franklin Road..
t7 38 11 37 6 81
gins, aged t4 years.
Hancock... f7 46 11 46
39
HINCKLEY—At Stonlngton, April 4, Benjamin Waukeag, S Fy.
7 49 11 46 6 43
Parker Hinckley, aged 32 years, 2 months.
lit Desert Ferry.
7 5ft 11 66 6 50
8 20.
HOOPER—At Hrooksvllls, March 31, Parker Sullivan.
Sorrento.
8 48
Hooper, aged 74 years, t> days.
BAR HARBOR.
9 2i 12 46 7 85
M’FAKLARD—At Surry, April 5, Mrs Mary J
McFarland, aged 60 years, 4 months, 24 days.
Trains leaving E'Wworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
REDONNETH—At Castine,
April 2, Ethel
Bradford, Infant daughter of Biudford C and m, and arriving Ellsworth 11 66 a m, 9.47 p m.
Ethel Varnum Uedonneth, aged 10 da>s. connect with Washington Go K R.
• Burial at
Brooksvllle.]
fStop on signal or nolle*' to Conductor.
8MOPPEE—At Bar Harbor, April 6, Edwin
These trains connect at Bangor, with througt
Horace Shoppee, aged 8 months, 25 days.
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, BoWALKER—At Brooksvllle, April s, Joseph G I ion and St. Joan.
Walker, aged 76 years, 2 inontus, 20 days
Passengers are earnestly requested to proenr*
WILLIAMS—At Great Pond, April 5, Everett tickets before entetlng the trains, and eapeolall;
Ellsworth to Falts ami Falls to Ellsworth.
Williams, aged 22 years.
VA ILSON—At Castine,
GEO. F. EVANS,
April 0, Infant daughter
Vice Pres, and GenM Manager.
of Mr and Mrs Walter tj v\ tlson, aged 1 day
F. E. BOOTH BY. G. P. & T. A.

ASbcrtisnnrnts,

..

EASTERN

the second travwhen

its foreman,

necessary.
at the same

the business done In

all

was

the

room

excused until 9 30 this

owing to the absence of sevattorneys at the republican State
convention which is being held ia Waterville. The juries have been excused until
to-morrow morning at 9.30.

Steamship Compan)
SPRING

You know the medicine that
makes pure, rich blood
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Your
mother, grandmother, all your
folks, used it. They trusted

SPECIAL ASSIGNED

1

181

LIST.

Thursday, April 14.
Drummey vs Alley. Iltle &

Commencing Saturday, A prll 9, 1901, Steamer
leave
Bar Harbor Mondays, Wednesdays
Saturdays at ? a in, for seal Harbor, North
east Harbor Southwest Harbor and Stoning
ton, coi nectlng at Rockland for Boston.
will
and

Sarsaparilla
Their doctors trusted It.
Your doctor trusts it. Then
trust it yourself.
There is
health and strength in it.
it.

RETURNING.

From Boston
p

suffered terribly from indigestion and
blood. I found no relief until I took
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Four bottles perma-

Hunke.'. Bunker.
1219 Burrlll Bank vs Palmer. Burrlll; King.
1221 Burrlll Bank vs Crosby.
**
"
1222
1223
12-25 Burrlll Bank vs Jordan & Giles. Burrlll,
Peters, Giles, Mason.
Fuller, King,
1105 Farnsworth vs Tracy.
Peters; Dea*y.
Fuller, King,
1105 Manset Coal Co vs Tracy.
1US
1573
14i7
S5

Peters; Deasy.
vs Ryder. Burnham; Stuart.

Burnham

Guppy Co

vs

Ford.

Burnham;

Tobacco Co

Goss

&

Small.

Peters;

Spofford.

1433
1414
14V.

1477
14SI
1603
1614
1616
16.7
1618

King, Baker; FelBarnes vs Spofford.
lows.
King, Baker;
Chicago Co vs Spofford.
Fellows.
Petere; McGil
HathornCovs Murphy.
licuddy.
Saturday, April 16.
vs Weed.
Hurley; Spofford.
Bre-nahau vs Saunders. Hurley; Hale &

Phillips

Hamlin.
First National Bank vs Prescott.
Benson, Deasy, B E Clara.

Wood;

Burrlll; Pattangall.
Hooper. King
Higgins. King.

Smith.
Publishing Co vs
Burrlll

vs

Lumber Co vs
Parker vs Bunker.

Monday,

King; Bunker.
April 18.

Skirt Co vs Lluscott. Deasy; Waiting.
Skirt Co vs Llnscott. Peters, Whiting.
Fletcher & Co vs Roberts. Deasy; Wood.
Stnbbs vs Bueksporl. J R Mason; Cunningham, Fellows.
1453 Carlton vs Partridge. Peters; Whitiug.
Tuesday, April 19.
1577 Halman vs Mason. Plalsted; Mason.
Webber.
Peters, King,
1266 liagerthy vs
1576
1633
1313
1366

Deftsy.
1612
1623

Preble
M lan

vs
vs

They greatly

G.

A.

qre
aid

vs

Llnscott.

aunt

k_

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Maine.
Ellsworth,

SPRING SCHEDULE.
Four

SEEDS!
AVe always have a full line of such
goods as we carry, and are always ready
to till every want, whether groceries,
provisions, paints, oils or carpets and
rugs.

But for this week we shall pay

particular

attention to our seeds—in

fact we shall

through

keep well supplied right

the seed season.

IN GARDEN SEEDS

we

Trips Weekly.

Commencing Tuesday, April 12, lO0!, steamer
will leave Rockland Tuesdays. Wednesday?
Friday s and Saturdays upon arrival of steamer
from Boston, not before ft.80 a in, as follows:
TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS for Dark Har
bor, Sargeii>ville. Deer Isle. Sediwick, an1'
Brooklln. returning same days from Brookh>
at 12 m, via above landings
and
SATURDAYS
for
WEDNESDAYS
above landings South Brooksvlde and Bluehii
Returning will h ave Bluehill, Mondays an-*
Thursdays at 8.30 a in, for all al ove landing
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Bo
ton.

Eggemoggln—Will stop Mondays and on an;
passage eastward upon notice to purser.
West Tremont—Will stop Thursdays.
Six trips a week schedule June 1 to Sept. SO.
O. A. CROCK EXT,
Manager, Rockland, Me
Rockland, Me., April9, 1904.

ajj&crttscmtnts.

have

everything.
IN

FIELD

SEEDS

we

Hungarian, Alsace,
Clover, and Red Top.

Herd’s Grass,
and White

have
Bed

StopiMflMaiiciirii
TERMS

MODERATE.

Ladles attended at their

M*s. C. I.

Lawn Grass Seed.

own

homes if desire*.

WELCH,

34 Franklin Street,

Our Paints, Oils and Wall

giving good satisfaction

Papers are
spring.

Ellsworth

Travellioa; Salesmen Wanted.

this

WHITING

NURSERY

CO.

BOSTON, MASS.
Finest new fruit specialties ever offered. !
perience not necessary. Succeaa assured. Wu

at

Peters; Whit-

Peters; Whiting.
1635 Waliman vs Llnscott.
PeterB; Whiting.
1636 Silverman vs Llnscott.
E Clark, Deasy.
B
vs
Richards
Higgins.
1644

E. 8. J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president ait
Mgr.. Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

gently laxative.
the Sarsaparilla.

Higgins. Wood; Deasy.
Lumber Co. Hale & Hamlin;

Fuller,
K134 Hovey&Co
iug.

at •*

Rockland, Mill & Ellsworth HOT fr

Hurley.

Friday, April 15.
vs

Gen’l

[Rich Blood
Pi:is

Mondays and Thursdays

m.

From Rockland Tuesdays, Fridays and 8un
days at 5 80 a m.
All freight via the steamers of this Compan\
Is Insured against lire and marine risk.

I
thin

Ayer’s
Hamlin;

SCHEDULE.

—

rather slack

numerous

only member who came in with McKinley
March 4, 1897.
“Ulad to see you down here with the
government farmers,” said Mr. Wilson^
afetbe plain wooden door swung
back,
and Qov. Burleigh was announced.
“Well, 1 have done some farming in my
day, Mr. Secretary,” replied the governor,
”1 am sure 1 could
as he took his seat.
turn an eveu furrow now with tbe best of
them.”
The secretary did not doubt his word,
and tbe two sat about the big desk, chat-

BAR

BAR HARBOR
Sorrento
Sullivan.
Alt Desert F*-rry.
Waukeag 8 Fy.

eral

of the

longer thau almost all other sections of tbe country, tbe quota of garden

te tilled

Tuesday, and at 2.30 the juries
morning.
business
was
morning
Wednesday

court

Maine

bound

jury will

This

be

delegation have been watching the
progress of the Agricultural department
in getting off their quota of seeds. The
planting season will soon be at hand
throughout Maine, but as Maine is snow-

in

The two vacancies
erse

time.

of till tbe very last.

the senators and

Perkins, John D.Franklin
Kosebrooks, Cecil G.G mldsboro
Somes, John A.Mount Desert
Stinson. Michael. ..Swan’s Island
Wells, Edgar W.Brooklin

It will also elect

other

cannot

—

Commencing Oct. 12, 1903.

FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.

Washington.
of tbe

MARRIED.
DlX—THOVIPSON—At Trcmont, April 2 by
Rev Harry Hill, Mrs Blanche R Dlx to Rev
Anhur l* ThonipM.ni, both of Fremont.
HOOPER—FoSS—At Bangor, Aprllp, try Rev .1
8 Penman, IXIl-s Lena Kdiui Hooper to John
Carr Foss, jr, both of Dcdlmm.
STANLEY— NICKKUSON-At
Hull’*
Cove,
April 6, by Rev Steph n H Green, Mias Lizzie
8 '•tanley, of Eden, to George A Nickerson, of
Ml Desert.
WIIIT.X Iv ER SPRIN(»KR—A t
amolne, April
9, by A G IMGc, ch| of Brookliu, MDs Alice
Myril; xvhiiakt r, of Lamolne, to Cornelius II
Springer, of Trenton.
WOOD—KI XI BA LL—At WJntbrop, April R.
Alls* Abble Ellen Wood, of XXlnthrop, to
Clarence A Kltnoul', of Mt Desert.

..

Walker, John P., foreman.Hancock
Blaisdell, Fred E., clerk.Franklin
Bracy, Sidney P .Mount Desert
Brown, William H.Ellsworth
Bunker, Peter H.Sullivan
Clark, Nathan.Tremont
Condon, Frank B.Brooksville
Baton, Joseph H.Stonington
Fogg, William O.Eden
Friend, Moses E.Sedgwick
Ginn, Frank W.r.Bucksporl
Orav, William L.Penobscot
Hardy, Silas H.Deer Isle
Hardman, Enoch W.Orlaud
Macomber, Winfield 8.Castine
McFarland, Webster P.Brooklin
Parker, Henry A.Bluehill
Perry, George H.Goulds boro
Swett, Edwin E.Surry

contingent In Con-

the Maiae

JURIES.

GRAND JURY.

nativity
adoption,
sojourn
Washington a good portion of the year,
be
extended.
might
Probably no county
in the Pine Tree State is more promlI neatly represented.
Most of

F.

first business of tbe morning was
the selecting of the juries. This term
there are two traverse juries besides tbe
errand

who

O

The

times.

or

Cunningham,

P.

Fellows, T. H. Smith, Bucksport; L. B.
Deasy, Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker,
j*-., E. N. Benson, Bar Harbor; B. E. Tracy,
Winter Harbor; George R. Fuller, Southwest Harbor; George M. Warren, Castine.

The list of Hancock county people by

J&aflroaba anh Steamboat*

church.

the court

which

Ell-worth, April II,
Mrs German A Stover, a son.
WILSON—At Castine. April 8, to Mraml Mrs
Walter-L Wilson, a daughter.

offered by Rev. J. M. Adams, of the

Congregational

be the seat of the old territorial form of
government here, but which is in reality
the court-house, United States Marshal
Aulick Palmer has his office. He is now
serving a second term in that important
place, but is quite aa well known In Hancock county, wbve he has resided a great
deal summers, aa In Washington. When
in Maine be always lakes a lively interest
In local affairs, and has done effective service there in

Mt'liken abortion case.
given a preliminary hearing

is

was

last year ands entenced to jail toawaitthis
term of court. He was later released on
bail.
OPENING OF THE COURT.

all

this summer,
as
most

antique-looking building,
Pennsylvania avenue,
residents call City hall, because it

A

j
|

again

In the

MAINE MUSIC FESTIVAL

jI

him

in

will

vigorous physically

as

sixty.

of

Sorrento

case

Miiliken

born, and enjoys nothing better than getting back to his native beatb, or beholding once again the enormous boulders
that line
the route
of the
railroad
through Hancock county.

STATE OP MAINE.
Will be Given in Bangor th© First
Hancock sr.—At a probate court held at
Week in .'une.
Ellsworth. in and for said county of Hancock,
The favorable replies received from all
-on the fifth
day of April, iu the year ui
our Lord
one
thousand nine hundred and over Maine tn
response to the announcefour.
ment that the Maine music festival will be
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
will
a
of
last
and
testament
the
copy
held thin y ear in June instead of October
and codicil of Eliza J. Whiting, late of Newton, in the county of Middlesex, and Com- indicate that the new dates will be even
monwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and
more popular than in the
fall, and it is
of the probate ther- of in said probate court
for the county of Middlesex. Commonwealth f expected that the attendance at the conof Masaachusettes, duly authenticated, hav- j certs in
Bangor from out of town will far
ing been presented to the Ju ge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the pur- surpass a l previous seasons.
filed
and
recorded
in
of
allowed,
belDg
pose
The railroads and transportation lines
the probate court of our said county of Hanwill offer excursion rates, and as it wi>l be
cock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to a most favorable time for travel it is
likely
all persons interested therein, by publishing I
a copy of this order three weeks successively | that many people will combine the opporin the Ellsworth American, a newspaper j tunities for a
pleasure trip and for hearprinted at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of May. a. d. ing the great artists who will be on the
1904. that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Eaen (Bar Harbor), in and programme.
for said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
Heading the list of the famous singers
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they who will take
part is Mme. Schumann
lisvs, against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate. Heink. the pieriess contralto, than whom
A true copy of the original.
there is no greater favorite In Maine.
Attest:—Chad. P. Dorr, Register.
There are numerous artists who have been
To all persons interested in either of the es
beard here before—MhcoucIi, Miles, Miss
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
Bouton,
Arcbambauit, Johnson and
for the county of Hancock, oa the fifth
Kronold, but there is another singer who
day of April,a. d. 1904.
following matters having been pre
is yet new to Maine. She is Miss Marsented for the action thereupon herein
garet Lemon, and it is expected that she
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
will win instant favor.
by causing a copy of this order to be pubTne chorus, always one of the main
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
features, promises to be larger and of betEllsworth, in said connty, that they mav apheld at Eden ter quality than ever before, while the
peal at a probate court to be
(Bar Harbor), in said countv, on the third nay
Maine symphony orchestra will eclipse all
of May. a. d. 1904. at ten of the clock in Itu
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they set ita previous records.
cause
Enthusiasm is higher this year than for
Sarah J. Richardson, late of Mt. Desert, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument several seasons, and all things seem to
purporting to be the last will and testament show that the festival of 1904 will be the
of said deceased, together with petition for
preheated by John E. Bun- greatest of them ail.
probate thereof,
ker, Jr., the executor then in named.
Ambrose Bourgett, late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. A certain instrn
Fancock Co. Postal Changes.
ment purporting to be the last will atid testaGoO's Island to Mi-KmUy.
July 1 to
ment of said deceased, together with peti ion
for probate thereof, presented by
Fffle S'pt. 30
Leave Gott’s Island dally except
Almena Anthony (formerly Lttle Alineua PenSunday 7 a. in. Arrive at McKinley by
dleton). the executrix therein named.
Amanda Smith, late of Hucksport, in said 8 30s. m. Leave McKinley daily except
instrument
a
certain
deceased,
purcounty,
at 10.30 s. m. Arrive at Gott’a
porting to be the la-t will und testament of Sunday
Maud by 12 tu. Oct. 1 to June 30. Leave
taid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, present* d by Theodore H. Smith,
Gott’s Island Monday Wednesday and
the execa'or therein named.
Chester H., Norris W. and Victor C. Grin- Friday, 7 a. m. Arrive a: McKinley by 8 30
dle, minor heir* of Minnie D. Grindle. late of a. in. Leave McKinley
Monday, WednesTrenton, iu said county deceased. Petition
filed by Alonzo H. Grindle, guardian, for li- day and Fridav 10 30 a. m.
Arrive Ht
cense to sell certain of the real estate of said
Gott’s Island by 12 noon.
Johu W. Stover, late of Bucksport, In said
c unty, decea-e<1
Petition filed by Elizabeth
A. Stover, administratrix, for license to sell
certain of the real estate of said deceased.
Henry W. Sawver, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petitiou tiled by Geo M.
Warren, administrator, for license to sell certain of the real estate of said deceased.
J. Thomas Hinckley, minor, of Bluehill, iu
said county. Petitiou tiled by Nahum Hinckley, guardian, for license to aell certain of the
real estate of said minor.
Benjamin G. Barbour, late of Deer Isle, in
said county, deceased. Second and tiual account of Susanna T. Barbour, executrix, filed
for settlement.
Jobu M. Hale, jr., late of Ellsworth, in said
First and final accouut of
county, deceased.
Rebecca W. Hale, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
John M. Hale & Co., of Ellsworth, in said
county. First and final accouut of Rebecca
W. Hale, administratrix, to close atlairs of
partnership of said firm, filed for settlement.
Alfred Hwazey, late of Bucksport. iu said
county, deceased. First account of Charlotte
R. Swazey, executrix, filed for settlement.
Gertrude C. Dunham, late of Amherst, in
said coun y, deceased.
First and final ac
count of William H. Dunham, executor, filed
for settlement.
Asa C. Burrlll, late of- Dedham, in said
county, deceased. Fiual account of Hadley
P. Burrill, administrator, filed for settlement.
Elizabeth Dane, late of Sedgwick, in suid
county, deceased. Final account of Johu F.
Dane, administrator, filed for settlement.
Thomas D. Kenney, late of Dedham, in said
county, deceased. Final accouut of George
W. Patten, executor, tiled for settlement.
Emma F. Hub ard, late of Bucksport, iu
said county, deceased. First account of Wiiliam M. Hubbard, administrator, filed for settiement.
George W. Bowden, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
Alfred McDonald, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Third account of Isaac H.
Homer, administrator, filed for settlement.
Harriet Ann Moouey, an insane person, late
of Bucksport. in said county, deceased. First
and last accouut of Isaac H. Homer, guardian,
filed for settlement.
Mary M. Hatch, an insane person, of Castine, in said county. First account of John
N. Gardner, guardian, filed for settlement.
Fred E. Dyer, late of Easthrook, iu said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Helen F.
Dyer, widow, for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
John Paul Gordon, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by F'rauk E.
Blaiadell aau Arne Vi. King, administrators,
to have collateral inheritance tax assessed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said Oouit.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—Ciias. P. Dobh, Register.

bat

years

north

(Mrs.) Amelia Morey

tant

behind, and again breathe
bis favorite Maine air along the rockbci^nd coast. He Is now past seventy-

others a trial, and have demonstrated to my satisfaction that
there is but one always reliable,
—

docket for

and law-books

given

always making perfect,

It bus been

torney Tracy

a

Spear on the bench, whose reputation fir
Riving jail sentences tu Pquor dealers has
preceded him, most of the in will prob
ably have urgent business else where.
Tue civil trial list is not long and will
Over in the supreme court Chief-Justice
Fuller is looking forward to the adjourn- probably be worked off in quick time.
In the criminal docket the most
imporment, that he may leave legal arguments

In baking powder,
articles used.
I use the Royal, for it is undoubtedly the best. I have occasionally

delicious

as

Seventeenth and K streets,
due hospitality. As soon as
Congress adjourns Mr. Morrell will close
his Washington residence. He expects
that the hot summer months will tind
him back at Bar Harbor.
of

corner

certain that much of the success
has depended upon the quality of

l

Main

Street, Ells worth.

once

for full luformation.

The merchant who does not advertise

v

I a dull season makes it more profitable fd
I those who do advertise.

subscribers at 106
ii aniek co + 'i'.y:
a 'J the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Amer1.BK

tx

o»w»»a

$

ican i» not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
6e, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all the
best are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed

COUNTY NEWS.
or

additthnnl County Newt

G-wnn N~kx

&« Uiditumm

pngs*

ire

ORLAND.
All are pleased to welcome
F. Doir after several months in Hartford,
Conn.
Arthur Turner has returned to Boothbay after a visit with his uncle, J. E.

page

dison.

Mrs. M. E. Patten is at home after a
long visit with relatives in Orrington.
Miss Elinor Gross is with her.
Charles Saunders and wife

egain

can

be

on tte bit!, after
residing in Bucksport several months.

found at their home here

tbe earliest

Among
the arrival of

Mrs.

spending

after

residents is

summer

Fairbrotbtr,

Isaac

Washing-

winter In

the

ton, D. C.
Mrs. Jeanette Mason Gross, who has
critioally ill, is recovering slowly.

been

Mrs. Laura Narbls, who
her, is now at home.
Ralph Woodbridge, one

has

been with

our

smartest

favorable known young men,
started Monday for Van Buren, where he

and

most

j^iuer’s

will learn the

appointed school
Saturday. Mr. Gross
veteran school teacher, and has had

Frank W. Gross

superintendent
is

a

much

was

last

experience

in school work.

Dexter, mother of Mrs. h. A. Dorr,
is reported as gaining after several days’
illness. Owing to her advanced age, her
condition was regarded as serious.
Mrs.

Samuel Saunders and

family, of Bucks-

port, have moved to the Sewaii Harriman
house, late y vacated by Charles Kobabaw,
who baa moved
Mrs.

Ruby

to North Oriaud

in

the

Gross house.

Miss Nettle Shoppee, who has been the
guest of her cousin, Mrs. S R Hutchings, has returned to her borne in Roque
Bluff*. Miss Shoppee had just closed a
very successful school In East Lowell.

After a two-weeks’ v'sit with his parents, Charles Gray and wife, Harmon Gray
left for Pawtucket, R. I
Monday. He
was accompanied
by Miss Mabelle M.
Gray, who will remain with Mrs. Lillian
Harriman for an indefinite period.
Perley L?wis, who has recently visited
his mother, Mrs. Jeanette Lewis, has returned to Boston. Mr. Lewis will visit
the

exposition

in St.

Louis,

where for

sev-

eral months he will

represent a manufac
tory of modern agricultural implements.
At the Congregational church Easter
morning a delightful rousira programme
consisting of solos, duets, trios, quartettes
and
the

cboruee*

evening

bled at the

was

finely

rendered.

In

a large congregation assemMethodist church to listen to

applique,

and

wore

Thursday

leave

for

COUNTY NEWS.

bunch of

a

For additional

Appleton,

ingatthe

Linscott has recently visited
sister, Mrs. Avery, in Bangor.
Miss Olive Coolidge went to Franklin
Saturday to teach the spring term of
schc ol.
tm w«nt to

Whitaker and Grace Strat-

e

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

Monday

Kineo

ployed for the sea on.
Capt. E. F. Hodgkins
skipper

so

to

be

has renamed

em-

com-

yacht of which he has been

many

teasons.

Sunday evening was
enjoyed. A » offering

The Easter concert
well attended and

$3.50 was received
phanage.
of

the Aia-kan

for

or-

well known baritone

soloist-, and

Mr.

as

Derailing is no stranger to the footlights,
many professional musicians were present, who did their part in making up

an

enjoyable evening. After refreshment
dancing was indulged in till an early
hour.

Many letters were received from Mr.
and
Mrs. Demling’s
friends
wishing
success

sional

life.

tives.

The musical

L. Hooper is clerking in the

The motor

Jennie Foster, of Bar Harbor,
cency visited relatives here.
Mr?.

private and profesCostly gifts were also re-

in both

ceived.

intention to spend their
vacation here.

It is tbeir

sum-

RESOLUTION* of re*user
ITAereas, It hath pleased our Great Master
lu His infinite whdora to again visit our fra
ternal band and take from It our much-loved
sister, Velni I Lear, therefore
That as a giange we will ever
Resolved,
cherish her memory as one dearly beloved, and
she
has
been called to her heavenly
though
tome, the Influence of her kind words, loving
smile and generous acts will long be felkby
those who knew and loved her as a sister.
Resolved, Tnat we extend our heartfelt
syapathy to the bereaved father, brother ana
sister in this great sorrow, and coamend them
to One who has promised to share all our

and

Friday

on

a

afterno. n—her
welcome sound.

interest Is felt by people over a
tried during the com*
ing week, and no doubt many clt»E9Us
In court to be

re-

(will turn
the

their

facee Ellsworth**ard

on

Many

of

our

cit

are

zens

still minus

their

water

supply,

the

here.

SOUTH BKOOKSVILLE.
Archie

Hatchings

is

quite

ill.

Condon is in poor health.
S. B. Blake was in Rockland last week
on business.
Mabel

LekiB Gray ia making quite extensive
on the W. C. Pendleton.

repairs

Mrs. Byron Herrick, of South Penobscot, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Esther
Howard.

T. T. Harvey, who has been overseer on
the Ames farm the past
year, is at bis
home at Orcutt’s Harbor.
Willie and Lather Bates have gone to
Hermon Centre to visit their mother.
Mrs. J. M. Bates, who is seriously ill.
John Douglass and Benny
Black, of
Bluehill, have purchased the Henry Chase,

and
as

are

waiting

her home,

to take

April

for the Ice to break

up

Mrs. Annie

Hutchinson visited relatives
G.

purchased the
W. F. Eaton.

Hardy

has

recently
schooner Senator of Capt

in

getting

J. J. Bridges and wife and A. W. Bridges
were at South Bluehill Sunday
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Frank

and wife

Candage.

H. G. Eaton, who has been confined to
grip for the past two
weeks is able to be out again.
The Sunday school gave an Easter concert in the church under the direct
charge
of Miss Caroline Cochrane. Miss Cochrane left Monday for Hall
Quarry.

the bouse with the

E.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Work commenced In the
faotoryjtpril 4
The steamer came into the wharf
March 30, the first time for about ten

the

ou

tamer

In

programme
anthems by

MANSE r.
Everett G. Stanley returned last week
from a short trip to Boston.

William

music

the

choir,

Liwion

ana

April

6

Pearl Gatcornb and wife

duet

Mrs.- Sarah

E.
ug

!

K >htn«on

are on

visited

and

her

with

Mrs.

Abbie Hill

is

visiting

Mr*. 8.

G.

since ber return from

Mrs. Helen Moore, who has been In
poor health for the la>-t three wec-ka, is
better.
bas bsd

a

ber

j

dies

a

winter's

daughter in Syracuse.

visit

to

Eighteen la-

enjiyed

the generous hospitality, and
the president, Mrs. Augustus Clark, appointed a committee to discuss plana for
the repair of the church, for which the

en

George Stan ey,
relatives here.

sr.,

and wife

Miss Minnie Grindel!
Mr«. Ida JordaD.

including a sum of money from her own
pocket book.
Hphay.
April 11.

visiting

are

Is at

work

for

visit

where be has

to

Harvey

teach the school in

Carter is to

George Ed ly ha* bought the Wentpl*c« *t Egypt, and Intends to
move from 8**1 Harbor next fall.

Mrs.

Z’da

H«wmg
Tnere

hour of

jusl

danger

as

what

L. Young will teach the spring term
A teacher from Island
Corner.
tbe danger I
Falla will teach the Point school.
!
Mrs. Lottie Gay and Mrs. Addle Bun
ker, of Franklin, were in town a short
time ago, visiting Mrs. Hattie Crabtree.

long

A.

to do In the

as

slttorrtisfnicn'.B.

Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw U visiting friends
in Bar Harbor.

at the

The
will
as

Stave Idand for the

have gone to

few

Mrs. Clara

Hill spent a few days last
with friends in Prospect Harbor.

James A. Peckham sni wife are with
their daughter, Mrs. Nathan Kingsley.
John 8. Young,

spent Friday and
Wyman Young.

of

Gouldsboro,

Saturday

with

Mrs.

George Gouldsboro had a chopping
last Monday afternoon. He got all of
wood but about six feet

April

11.

bee
his

manufactured.
N.

The only kind of consump
tion to fear is
neglected

April

Higgins

and

daughter

MARLBORO.

Hodgkins has gone to Mariaviile to visit her elBter, Mrs. Maggie
Miss Rosa

often incurable.
At the faintest suspicion of
consumption get a bottle of
Scott’s Emulsion and begin
regular doses.

relatives of the immediate families, Rev.
G. Mayo officiating. The bride was prettily gowned in white with trimmings of

mill

the

at

leal

rotary

Monday.

will be alx weeks of sawing.

Jonn But

er has moved from Butler’a
P unt to the Eugene Orcutt bou-*e.
Butler’* Point ba* been settled 140 years.
now
|t
t>aa
not
hewn uninhabited.
Until
A or II 11.
I'h’k'kf,

dtjcit xenania.

has returned from a
In Bingor, Brewer and

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

j

Willard Dow and wife

IU

been

have

with colds.
Mrs. E. E. Swett
list for t

wo

has

been

the

on

sick

weeks-

Mrs. Deborah Cole I* at B>uehlil visitii g
her sou, Capt. John W. Kane.
our

C.

vessels

harbor

P.

are

that

have

under sail

Nahum
each bad

Neglected

chopping

bee

last

Wednesday

Audrey Hodgkins, who has spent
with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Grover, in North Mariaville, has returned
Miss

the

winter

home.

April 11.

Are.

I8LE8FORD.

consumption does

Mrs.
bouse

sion is.

James Bpregue is confined to the
with rheumatism.

for the past winter has been in Augusta, studying law,
returned last week.

George Hadlock,

Prompt use of

Scott’s Emul-ion checks the disease while it
an be checked.
Send for free

a

Isaac Vincent

afternoon.

where Scott's Emul-

SCOTT &
409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. and

Hodgkins

and

who

Several young people attended the dance
Hsrbor last Tuesday evening. A very enjoyable time waa reported.
at Southwest

sample.

BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.

>1.0cr, all druggists.

j

Mrs. Loring A. Stanley, who baa been
in Massachusetts for her health the past

CATARRH
El}** Cream Balm

EAST BUSBY.

wintered

to-day.

cleanse*, soothe and heaki
the diseased membrane.
It cares catarrh and drive#
away a cold <u the head

qmtk:y.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spread*
the membrane and ia absorbed. Jte.ief Is Immediate end a cure follows. It Is not drying—does
not produce annexing. Large Size, 60 cen’.a at Dra„gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, K Warren Street, New York.
over

Jarvia and his

daughter Ella are
Sterling Audersou is also ill.

Cross?
Poor man! He can’t help it.
It’s his liver. He needs a
liver pill. Ayer’s Pills.

The roads are very bad. The Blueblli
stage got stuck tu the mud just below
Jarvia hill fur an hour. It was very heavily loaded. Several men went to Its as is-

Dr. Emmons’

tiuce.

Gott and wife, of the village, have
been very ill for several weeks.
Mr. Gctt
is gaining a little, but bis wife la la « critical cuudition. They have the
sympathy
J. E

of their many friends.
a

number of the residents

were

at

the

cemetery Monday forenoon when the
remains of Mrs. Lucretia Grant arrived
from Keuduekeag where she died.
She
was much beloved by the
people here,
where she nad lived many
Her sou
years
George accompanied the remains home.
April 11.
WEST SULLIVAN.
G. F. Hooper is In poor health.
Mrs. Louise Hooper is caring for Mrs. B.
B. Havey in the absence of Miss Osier.
The

Grover.

use

aot exist

E.

Edith Ray, of Winterport, is visiting her cousin, Mrs. 8. ii. Rwmlck.

so

The

pup Is.

10.

Miss

of Scott’s Emulsion
BIRCH HARBOR.
at once, has, in thousands of
J. L Wentworth and wife, of Appleton,
cases, turned the balance in
have been spending a few days here, the
favor of health.
guests of B. W. Hancock.
Mrs. Almira

commenced

Nasal

Quite

teacher and

consumption.”
People arc learning that consumption is a curable disease.
It is neglected consumption
that is

open the store and keep the postoffice

Iasi year.

The high school at the Ferry, taught by
Walter Clark, closed a very successful term
Friday. The term has been pleasant for

t-ummer.
are

Point will have two mails a day befirst of June.
Roy Haines

ginning the

J. B. Clarke spent Thursday and Friday
in Bar Harhor.
Wood

was

8cim»«*«»***

8.

8.

at

/a you cA/v/vor cei mese /?ubSf/fs y/toAt rou/tofAif/f-tr/f/rr as
Stratton and wife entertained »t
whist recently. There were four tab tt trst prizes were won by Ueo-g* Googins |
aud Mr*. Josle Googins; consolations t»y
Everett Uoog'u* aud Mias Blanche SalaIn all i!«* *Ui.**a there
bury.
should be cleanliness.
Q.
April 11.

quite IU.

FrankliD.

Jordan has returned from

knows

man

F. Leighton spent Friday in Winter
Harbor.

Albert

bay-

E. G. Burnham ua* *old bis homestead
McKer * e, who 1« to take posse*,

the sick list.

friends

Most of the

employment.

doesn’t show op.

and

are

Fred

in

HANCOCK POINT.

William Jordan has gone to Portland,

B.

Joseph

Hasting* and 3. 3. Hcarnmurt
acow built for bay work.

Mrs. S ella Shaw

Mrs.

member,

better.

A

Wood?.

Eugene Goodwin

Mrs. M. A.

I

WEST GOl'LD8BORO.

a

Miss Blanch* Salahury, of Bar Harbor,
spent her vacation here with Mis. Jo*lt
Googins.

good

and

worth

Miss B anrho McFarland la home from
busine*' college for a few days*

-.cation.

Orcutt

cause.

Edward Bartlett, of E-tstbrook, la running Blsladeii A B:at*deli’a mi l by tie
thousand. He I* lo m.jte beie

recently visit* d

Etfle McF*rland came from Bar
Harbor Saturday fora few weeks' May.

v

from

The people

still continue.

elou next fall.

Miss

Btngjr

returned

to F.ed

Me vln Ross, of Wytoptllock Is tend!* g
station for 0 E. Scribner for a week.

by Mrs

daughter,

week at his

Mrs. Cowen. of Dedham, is
daughter, Mrs A. E. Tracy.

a

quake*

Galen

hi* brother Harvey and wife.

et»J »yed-—

was
a

a

a

Adalbert Mile*, of Osrdlner,
here last week.

poi it leal persecuevening.

At the latter

of

111

relative*

L'ndsey

morning.

ha*

have moved to Sullivan.

C. K. 9'Mhner U sp .ruling
D mforth.

ouuaay was appropriately obthe Methodist and Congrega-

tional churches here.

family

home at

tions of later years, In the
served

The

wonder about the
are

tb>*

Hmlth

East brook.

Henry Mile* is night operator at Waal
Ington Junction.

the Bangor seminary, whose
comprehensive account of mission work
in Turkey proved of much interest, as did

open the western entrance to Eggemoggin reach Saturday afternoon.
C.
April 9.

Miss Isabell

Mina, who have spent the winter In Arlington, Mass., with her sister, Mrs. E. E.
Cpham, returned home last week.
A quiet wedding took piae at the home
weekB.
of B. W. Hancock on Sunday evening,
Mrs. Herbert Gray, of Bluehill, visited
April 3, when their eldest daughter,
her mother, Mrs. George
Day, recently.
Blanche K., and Chester A. Wentworth, of
William Hodgden Is having a piazza Appleton, were married in the presence of

added to bis hoaae. A. W. Eaton and
Charles Henderson are doing the work.

Monroe McFarland

commence

Angle

Ml**

11_C.
an!

jtA«r pagtt

WEST FRANKLIN.
Schools

with

wl* h colds.

student of

his address

being
?36

Over

sessor.

ub

FRANKLIN ROAD.

|

also

the

will me*t
resl x-’d. The
Maude Gilley next Wednesday.

crew

Fred Austin was badly injured by the
falling of a derrick on M. 1). Chitto’s
quarry Friday, the 8tb.
The revenue colter Woodbury tried to

of

c

April

of twenty men arrived last week \ order by May 1.
Lubec and Grand Menan to fish for ; On Friday evening, April 15, at the CoiD. F. Crowell.
gregational church the pastor will gives
S. M. S.
stereopticon lecture on Japiu and Koies,
April 11.
which is sure to prove of intere.it to ah
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
who are watching the present war moveLevi Franks has sold his mare to Va- ments.
lerious Black, of Cape Rosier.
Thomas Savage, who sold his home last
Cap!. J. L Chatto, of South BiuehlH, fall to James Scott, has purchased the
Cievelaud place in Manset.and will move
is visiting in this neighborhood.
there as soon as the present occupants
Irving Gray has gone to Castine to take
find another rent.
Mr. Bcott expects to
charge of the echooner Mildred May.
take possession Immediately upou the reMiss Louise A. Bate1*, who has been
moval of Mr. Buvage’s family.
teach ng at North Lamoice, is at home for j
Rev. Doan A. Walker started for Belfast
a short vacation.
Friday to preach by sptciai request SunMrs. 8. D. Coomb?, who has been seday morning. Hitt pulpit here was occuriously ill for the last three mouths, Is
pied by Mr. Chamberlain, an Armenian
very little better.

Wednesday evening,

one

it

ir«

the

Charles Anderson Is soon to move from
K. W. Nutter, wife and granddaughter,
C. A. Penney is in Bangor visiting bis
Lagrange, where the bas been teaching.
t »e bou-e of C. P. Jarvia to that of the
ion Selwyn and other re ative*.
Georgia Blanc, left Thursday for Project
Win-low Moore, of Ellsworth
Kalla,
liie Henry Wood.
Harbor, where Mr. Nutter will be emHoward Ball and son Elmer, of Eagle
has been the guest of M. K. Hae.'em the
The Ice Is alt out of the bay. The Juliployed this season.
are in town, calling on friends.
Island,
week.
pa«t
ette will doubtless get to the wbarf on
Mrs. Susan Judge has returned from
E.
W.
and
hate
Wooster
George
Young
H.
April 11._
|
her next trip, Wednesday.
Concord, Ala *., WLere she hi* spent ibe
been on the sick list, but are now improvwinter. Mrs. Judge was accompan ed by
WEST TRENTON.
Capt. P. J. Treworgy left April 4 to j »ln
ing.
ber son Charles, of that place, who will
hie yacht, the Ideiil. His crew left
‘N” is respectfully Inform'd that The
to-day.
Cue«ter Lounder and family have moved
1
are Charles anil Everett Stone, Arspend a few days in town.
American does not
print a^on^mous here from Ma-sacbusetts. They will live Tney
Uxb Femme.
thur Couary aud Elmer Johnson.
April 11.
communications.
Id Howard Ball’* house.

Mrs.

J. W. Spinney left Monday for Boaton
join the schooner B. C.
Wood as mate.

4._#

te succeeded

into the inner wharf W» doe-day after the
ice was sawed out of the harbor.

week

where he will

April

le:

days with her parents in Gouldsboro.

in Rockland last week.
William

Steamer Ju

Fred Tracy and Cecil Ro»ebrook
shingling Fietcuer Wood’s house.
Miss Ethel Crowley is spending a

LITTLE DEER ISLE.

\11»s

from

so

4.

he 8rat

was

out.

whs

Eleanor Gross, Lois and Muriel Hutchings, Gladys Dorr, Leonora Hodgdoo,
Florence
Douglass; Minnie Jordan;
Geneva Page,
Mary and Edith Gray,
Muriel and Lois Hutchings; sieging,
Jeanette and Geneva Crorford, L*ouora
Hodgdon, Hallie, Grace and Olive Hutchings; Geneva Page. Miss Rose Hutchings
presided at the orgtD.
Q.
April 5.

•

Id

supper

a

■

Staples has gone to Hock land
where he will be employed.
Capt. R. F. Wells left Monday for New
York to join bis ve-sel the Samos.

of the Sick-Room."

MkUtfotut! Count * .Sewn

club he'd

Louise Freeman, and an Easter solo by
Bradford.
Stanley is in Bar Harbor, Mrs. Maude Trask. Tne fine sermon by
Wallace Scribner, of
Danforth. was
nursing Mrs. H. J. Emery, who has re- the pastor was followed by communion, here to see hIs son last week. Mr.
sorrowsScribat which Miss Florence Emma Btauchaid
a surgical operation.
submitted
to
cently
Resolved, That as a token of our love, our
ner I* to p jor health.
was admitted on confession of faith.
altar and charter be draped In mourning for
Schools begin Monday, April 18, taught
Daniel Kobiuaon and H. D. Martin were
O. W. Young, who has occupied tbe
thirty days, and that a copy of these resolutions by Miss Eva Mayo, of Southwest Harbor,
in Old Town recently to purchase
a
bo sent to
the bereaved
family, one be and Miss Mamie Spurliog, of Cranberry Jouu Brown house for the past two years,
boras for Mr. Martin.
placeJ on the records of the grange, and that Dies.
b«s recently bought a farm, the Haynes
one be sent to The AMEr car for publication.
Tb*»r© was a surprise party at Mrs. FlorThe drama, “Dot, the Miners Daugh- place, at Oak Point, and will move bis
Phosie K. Higgins,
there in May.
Friends here will ence Stratton's Thursday evening. Music,
ter,” wa* play'd by local talent to a large family
Olive Cooliim.k,
the removal
of these peasant refreshments end a good time,
ABBIE l>. IIL’TCHIMGS,
audience at Centennial bail last Wednes- regret
neighbors, but unite In wishing them j L'ttle Charlotte and Flossie Dow are in
Committee oi resolutions.
day evening.
success.
Miss Harsh
Thompson, who ! Lvmolne with tbelr sister, Mrs. Helen
H.
April 8.
There were no services at the church
has spent tbe winter with Mr. and Mrs. Hodgkins, while their mother, Mrs. Etta
Sunday. Rev. Harry Hill was attending Young, will soon return to her home at D>w, I*
caring for her mother, who Is 1*1
B HOOK LIN.
|
the conference at PittBfleld, and Rev.
tbe bridge.
! Li Ellsworth.
A. Q. Blake is in Bar Harbor for a visit. Clarence Emery was it*.
O Tuesday of last week the CongregaHarvey Gatcornb and wife entertained
E.
K. J. Carter has gone to West Tiemont
April 11*.
tional sewing circle was entertained by at whist recently.
Flrat pri/»s were won
on business.
Mrs. Harvey Uodgktns at tbe home of O. by Rufus
Stratton and
Mrs.
Vivian
SEAWALL.
J. J. Bridges has purchased a new horse
W. Cousins, her first meeting witu tbe Gatcornb; consolations by Oeorge Uoog!
Mrs.
Julia
who
bas
been
is
Stan'ey,
of Brooks Gray, of Bluthili.
ill,
circle of which she is an active
Ins and Mrs. Fred Sirstton.
Charles

Care

COUNTY NEWS.

returned last week very much

The thimble

fretzeup being
It is hoped
thawing
the water main will be in good working

wife bare moved to

months,

church Imt

Henry Sparling
naphtha
Misses M a belie and Grace T*pley are
prepared by
gine put in his sloop. Now the lobsters
Mends in Haverhill, Maes.
prettily visiting
will have to look out.
circle is now working to obtain funds
Mrs. Harry Thurston, of North Sedgdecorated. All participants had
their
Mrs. Hodgkins will go to Horrtoio in
Elmer Stanley bas moved from Sooth
parts perfectly learned. Those who par- wick, visited her parents, Emery Bracy west
and will live
with
his May for the season, as she baa fur several
Harbor,
ticipated were: Maude Preble, Gertrude and wife, last week.
years past, but ber interest in circ e work
mother, Mrs. Julia Stanley.
Churchill, Charles and Sanford Preble,
Mrs. J. B. Bwbson left for Boston Monnever flags.
Last year she sent in at the
Dolly.
April 11.
Maude
Gladys V.
L'oyd,
Preble, day, wtieje she will be the guest of her
time of the summer sale f2D, the gift of
Elizabeth Thurston,
Minnie
JordaD, daughter, Mr*. Charles West.
Mrs. Cochrane and daughter, Mrs. Stuart,
WALTHAM.
The church

x

improved.

day in question.

Winter Harbor after spanding the winter I very slow in
A

Treatment for Diorama ao<t

S*ml tor free eoyT of

owued

saw

Much

case

the exercises which bad been

Charles Preble.

Johnsons ^liniment
taken internally or nsed externally will remove all inflammation, and is
the most uacfui remedy you can keep in the house. It has cured for over
Sold by all druggists.
90 years. Price 15c; three times as much, 50c.

Cimbrla

spring.
a

few

Harry Hooper

is the cause of almost all pain, and a majority of the
ailments of mankind begin with inflammation.

by Walter Stan
ley and Henry Uray has put into atove
| lengths a vast amount of wood this

re a-

W. H. Proctor, of Pine Point, spent
days here la.-t week.

of the

whistle

spring trip —was

first

School commenced this morning taught
by Lucy Cook.
Mias Charlotte Hag n is visiting
tives In North Sullivan.

Bangor

from

postoffice.

Rose Sargent is at West Goulds boro
working in the c am factory.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Dcmltr.g, of
Medford, Mass., recently tendered a reception to their many musical friends at
their home on Sheridan avt nue.
Mrs. Deoiling Is the daughter of Na1 han Boynton and wife, of this town, Snd
was recently married to one of Boston’s

""

p»

a

A new wharf is being built for Henry
C.ark, who will lease the privilege for the
treason to John Ralph.

Miss

RECEPTION.

ever-

delighted

church

Methodist

large audience.

Everett Bunker is in poor h alth.
C. T. Hooper is in Boston visiting relaMiss Sadie

other page*

»e«

pleasing Easter concert In t lie

A

C.

4.

County JVe»r*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

they will reside.

April

Miss Laura

mer

trade.

a

where

Hodgkins visited relatives

Ler

them
of

With the best wishes
open rosea.
host of friends Mr. and Mrs. Went-

of

worth

Marks.

Louis B. Farnbam, a student at Batts
college, is to teach the high school in Ad-

and

half

in Bar Harbor last week.

mand of the
borne Isaac

other

LAMOIXE.
Mrs. Charles

Mlast's Sus

COUNTY NEWS-

gee

silk

Pythian

sisters

are

preparing

tertainment to be given in

the

Monthly Regulator hag brought happiness U)
Ituudredsof anxiouswomen. Therel»positiveno other remedy know n to medical science
ly
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate 1- regularities from
any cause relievedlutmedUitely. Succeosguaranieed at any titage. No pain, danger, or interference with woik. Have relieved hundreds of
failed. The mostdlftltreated by mall, and
beneficial result® guaranteed in every instance.
No risk whatsover. Wetreathundreds of ladle#
whom we nevers<*e. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. l>o not put
off too long. All letter® truthfully answered.
Remember, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill eifect upon the health. Sent by mall,
securely sealed,•2.trft. Money letters should be
registered. Dm. J. W. EMMONS CO., Room
170 Tremont Street, Boston, Ma i.
U
cage® where other® have
cult case® successfully

jj

We

promptly obtain U. 8. and

an en-

near

fu-

ture.

William Richards, of Bar Harbor, recently spent a few days in town with
friends.

%

FortdgtT*"^

<1 Send model, sketch or photo of Invention for
<' freereport on paten taw lity.
For free book,
<1

Patents

andiT RAPE** murks

Miss Minnie Bunker returned Saturday
from visiting friends in Bar Harbor and

•rj

Sorrento.

The Golden Rule sewing circle was entertained by Mrs. Charles Newman last

Wednesday.
John Wakefield, of Dedham, recently
spent a short time with friends here, returning Saturday.
Schools in town open April 18. With a
few exceptions, the same
corps o! teachers
will be employed as last year.
Miss Josie Bunker went
Sunday to
Franklin, where she will teach the spring
term of the village primary school.
April 11.
£.g

BB. Hl.tC S
Star Crown Brand

X

PENNYROYAL PIUS. J

Jfj

C

hamwHate is’tef, no (Unger, no Mia.
for Jtmi * by lending »p«cIaJU»*. Hundred* oftMtW
A tri*l will convince vou ot their Intrinais vstag
u>eMeor*upprcMioa. Send ten cent* tor Muupie u4
book. All Oratnrtet. or by m*i! fUJObox.
KIMS MEDICI *6 CO Cjm 1930. BOSTON, MASS.

Subscribe for The

American.^

A
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WIJVTEF^

•theadditional

T'ROTOSAL
tOrlfftnaL)
Clara ana I

were

walking

over

tlx

a*#

other png**

EAST BLUEHILL.
Ice broke up in the l-arbor^Friday and
Friday night.
baby girl came (o the home of Edwin
J. Carter and wife last Thursday.
A

snow.

"They have a curious custom in Lup
land." I wild to ( Taya.
What is It';" she'asked.
■

crime, after murder
with the greatest
that
severity is marrying a girl against hei
parents' wishes."
I glanced sidewise at Clara to set
I Imd
bow she took this statement.
been to her father to ask Ids pennls
sion to pay my addresses to his daughHe commended my honorable acter.
tion in speaking to him tlrst. but Informed me that lie bad other plans fot
•‘In

County AT* wa,

J.upland the
is punished

her.
••That must be splendid.” she said.
"Splendid! Why so?"
"Think of the exciting episodes lie
tween lovers with an ax banging over
the man's bead!"
“Then you do not npprovp of the
Interference of parents In such matters?"
But linw are
"I didn't s;>y that.
marriages arranged In that country';"
"When a man wants a girl—without
'speaking' to her—he goes to her parents and usks for her hand."
"And suppose they refuse?”
“Then there Is no hope for him.”
"miens he lias great courage and
would rather die than lose her."

she may never have seen the suitor
may not even know Ids name. On
an npimiuted day the girl, her parents,
friends and the suitor meet at a feast,
and the man and maiden especially Interested an' plneed opposite eaeh other
at table, so that they run look each
other over and converse.”
“I wonder what they talk about?”
remarked Clara musingly.
“After the banquet nil go to an open
space where what they call ‘the race
for a wife’ takes place. The usual distance is ubout a quarter of a mile, and
the girl Is given a start of a third of
the course.
If she wishes she can
easily reach the goal before her suitor.
In that case It Is plain she doesn't
If she does want him she
want him.
will make so poor a race that he can
catch her."
\\ e wanted on

mcuitnuveiy.

man

know what Clara was thinking of, nor
did she know what I was thinking of
Nevertheless I felt that our thoughts
were not far apart.
"Supposing," I said; “supposing tlmt
you were a girl”—
“That’s not hypothetical; it's on ox
lorn.”
—“who had a lover.”
“Well?” she said softly.
—“and that lover should propose to
you the Laplanders’ ’race for a wife.1
Would you consent ?”
‘To marry him?”
“No, no—you know what 1 mean—
to the race!”
“Oh, yes! If he wanted to ask me
to be bis wife in that fashion I would
have no objection to giving my reply
in the same way.”
Snow brings a Singular stillness, nnd
as we ceased speaking alt about us
I paused and
was as silent as we.
turned to look down upon the frozen
landscape, w hile Clara trudged on.
“What a straight piece of road!” she
called, pointing t>efore her, her voice
I
Bounding loud above the stillness.
went to where she was standing and
looked at the bit of road she referred
to.
It was straight as an arrow, and
at its farther end was a bridge.
“Just the place for a foot race,” I
said.
To this there

was no response.
“Would you like to try which of us
reach that bridge first?" I asked.
“I don't mind," she said under hei
breath.
“Well, since you are a girl. I must
give you a start, tlo as far as you like,
while 1 stay here. Wheu you are ready,
wave your hand.”
Without a word she stalled on, lull
slowly, oh, so slowly. It seemed to
me she would never get to the starting
point. She walked half the distance
then, after as much delay as she could
find an excuse for, waved her hand
and started to run.
There was a great change in her mo
tlous the moment the raee began.
Indeed she ran so fust that I thought It
would be impossible for me to catch
Iter, though I am a fleet runner. Wa9
she intending to reach the bridge before me? No. Soon her speed began tc
slacken. 1 Increased mine. Then she
started forward again. 1 lagged. Onee
more she lessened her pace, uud I,
taking heart, rap on like the wind.
She was within a hundred yards of the
bridge, 1 two hundred, when she made
another spurt.
She came withiu ten
feet of the goal und
^stopped short
Wheu I came up with her, she turned
and threw up her arms in token of
surrender.
1 clasped her, and she let
them fall upon my shoulders.
We did not break the winter stillness
by a word. Nor was there a sound of
bird or beast or human being. Whether
seconds or minutes passed I do not
know. I only remember that we were
recalled to our surroundings by a far
distant jingle of sleigh bells ringing
soft and clear.
Then we turned and
walked on.
When 1 went again to Clara’s father to ask for her hand, I had learned
that instead of being her master, to
dispose of her as he chose, he was her
slave and obeyed her slightest wish.
In the matter of marriage he would
never have arranged a match for her
except with a “prince of the blood,”
whom he would have considered far
beneath her.
My second request was
a mere matter of form.
F. A. MITCHBL.

can

COUNTY NEWS.

party of young folks Friday

a

Isaac Higgins, of Somesville, died April
7, aged fifty-four years. He bad been
boarding with Mrs, Emily Sargent since

January.

April

B.

11.

For Additional

I

County' New*

gee

others
clubbed
and
"Itching hemorrhot lft were the plague of my
flowers;
pretty gift; others furnished the life. Whs almost wild- Doan’s ointment cured
generous treat, and a birthday cake with me quickly and permanent.y, after doctors had
its shining candles, one for each year, failed.” C. F. Cornwall. Valley Street, 8auN. Y.—Advt*
completed the programme. Altogether gertles,
Bar the
evening was a most enjoyable one.
her
C.
April 11.
fHrtical.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Mabel Stewart baa gono to
Harbor to spend tbc summer with
aunt.

WEST BKOOKSV1LLE.

R.
Miss

ni-thed

bought

other page*

a

ATLANTIC.

W. Nutter and wife, of Brook I in, aid
Georgia Blance arrived the last of

H Candage’s boy, about nine
years old, la dangerously ill with typhoid

Jerome Tapley, jr., is at Winter Harbor
working at bis trade—painter.

fever.

Daniel Libhey, of Oouldsboro, has rtIs Often Made by the Wisest of
j rived to fill bis old position as engineer at
Melrose, Mas*., Friday evening.
the factory.
Ellsworth Citizens.
Tbe books in the public library will be
Irving Torrey’a family will move into
Miss Dorcas
Allen is
home
from Gardner Joyce’s tenement house.
removed and arranged in the new library
It’s a fatal mistake to ueg'ect backache.
Steuben, where she has been spending
building April 13.
Joseph Walker has bought a heavy pair
Backache is the tir6t symptom of kidney
several weeks.
of horses to be used in work on the roads
Tbe young sports are laying awsy their
Charles Colwell Is home from Portland,
I; is reported that the steamer M.and M. ills.
guns and getting out their fishing tackle
where
he
has been
graduated from a will touch at Atlantic this summer, on
for t he spring campaign.
Serious coroplicat ons follow.
business college..
her trip from Rockland to Bass Harbor,
House-cleaning and papering are the
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure them promptly.
Miss
Elia
has
in
concluded her taking
Black and Gott’s Islands.
Tracy
chief occupations of the West Brooksvisit to Mrs. C. C. Lsrrabee, and gone to
Don’t delay until too late.
vlile matrons at this time.
Otis Albee is buying clams and running
*
Islesford to teach.
them to tbe Baas Harbor factory. The
The largest pile of fitted wood in tbe
Until it becomes a diabetes—Bright’s
clam-flats
are
a
a
after
E.
A.
Over
yielding
has
good
is
that
sold
bis
crop
of Be well D. Tapley,
Capt.
steamer to
neighborhood
disease.
H. C. Wilcox, of Tiverton, R. I., and has winter’s rest under the field of ice.
twenty-five and one-half cords.
Read what an El sworth citizen says:
a
smaller
boat
for
bis business.
Capt. Willard Staples, in the schooner
Capt. Benjamin Arey, steamer Tre- bought
L. Drake, has left Savannah, Ga.,
mont, has been granted a permit to build
The V. I. soc ety was entertained Wed- Georgia
John Meader, farmer, West Ellsworth,
a new
wharf to take tbe place of the nesday by Mrs. Welch Moore. There was for Bath. His wife, who has accompanied
“Mrs.
Meader
says:
him during tbfc winter, returns home District No. 10,
a large attendance to
Dodge wharf at Bagaduce landing.
partake of the boun- after this
trip.
her
and
about
back
tiful
kidneys
complained
and
The schooner Robert Pettis, Capt.
supper
enjoy the games with
Schools begin Monday—Atlantic gramWilliam Perkins, arrived here last Tues- which the evening was passed. Mrs. E.
for years and If the attacks were not conmar taught by Sadie Larrabee, of RockD.
Chase will be the next hostess.
day, grain loaded, from Portland.
The
stant
Rilla
union
they occurred at sufficiently close
land;
primary,
Staples;
gramPettis is the first vessel to arrive this
Th? school league held Its first, meeting mar, Everett Peacock, of Gardiner; priintervals to cause her a vast amount of
spring
for this year at the close of school Frimary, Evelyn Bridges; Minturn grammar,
At the republican caucus held at the
day. The following officers were elected: Blanche Bos worth, of North Anson; pri- annoyance. Mr. J. G. Gray, the postmastown house April 5 the following deleMiss Wilson; vice, Miss mary, Neva Lawn, of Medfleld, Mass.
President,
ter of East Surry, advised me to buy
gates were chosen to attend the Btate and Bernice
Over; secretary, MJwj Susie Over;
S.
April 11.
Doan’s Kidney Pills for her and give her a
district conventions: Capt. C. H. Perkins,
treasurer, Miss Sybil Cole; librarian,
course of the treatment.
John S. Tapley.
Knowing that
Mies Genevieve Cole; chairman of execuNORTH LAMOINE.
his word could be depended upon and that
The annual church chopping match tive committee, Miss
Margaret Moore;
Mrs. L. A. Austin Is at C.
M. Kitcame off last Thursday.
The ladies’ circle chairman of entertainment committee,
he had public y recommended the remedy
tredge’s.
met the same day at the chapel and proMiss Susie Over. It was voted to spend
himself 1 went to- Wiggin & Moore’s drug
E.
F.
Young made a short visit last
vided a bountiful dinner for the chopthe money on hand for two suitable picstore for a box. For what they did to her
wtea to relatives in Levant.
tures for the primary room, and add more
pers. There were thirty-three present.
I can highly recommend them.
Her
Mrs.
Estelle
of
new
books
to
the
Ellsworth,
Saunders,
Tbe summer terms of schools will comlibrary.
speut Wednesday and Thursday of last health has been better lately than it has
mence April 25
Teachers assigned : DisThe Pythian sisterhood met Tuesday week with friends in Lamoine.
been for years.”
trict No. 1, Olden D. Tapley, Mrs. E. .Ti
evening with a good attendance. Some
Y.
April 11.
Skelton; No. 2, L. Jean Condon; No. 2J/| of the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
sisters, learning by chance that
Olive B. Condon; No. 3, Chrlssle M. Gott;
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
the birthday of one of their members
see
tbe
No. 4, Grace 8. Stover; No. 5, Annie Mae
Tommoy-I
king of Abyssinia
fell upon that date, hurriedly arranged
has sent President Roosevelt a pair of agents for the United States.
Blodgett; No. 7, Lillian M. Gray; No. 8, to celebrate it in a
Miss
fitting manner.
lions.
The
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
job of president ain’t so bad
Gladys N. Black.
Julia Guptill, who was a charter member,
after all. Bobby—You bet! If you don’t no substitute.
An Easter concert, in which the little

fieri ert

The Chase Granite Co. la now
ing twenty cutter**, and about

employas

many

bom:

from

quarrymen.

Herbert H. Candage

Spruce

Head

came

day

one

last

Illness of his

count of the

week

on

ac

son.

W. G. Pert bas sold his bouse and lot to
Luther N. Bridges. Mr. Bridges|moved
into his

new'purcbase'iast Tuesday. rlT.a
Edith Amick, Ernest Stansflefd, Earl
Curtis and Ellen Chapman have the
measles, and school begins to-day!
E. C. Long was in Portland last week
business and

on

Aubrey

After

to

visit

Roscoe.

and

ling agent for
is salesman.

a

the

bis

Aubrey

two
is

sons,
travel-

a

Roscoe

Port land: fir in and

funeral'of

mother,

their

C. H. Curtis accompanied her sister,
Mrs. Jennie 8. Peaks, to her home iu
Mrs.

Lawrence,

Mrs.

Maas.

Curtis

will

relatives in Massachusetts
returning.

other

Several

of

Stan*-field

in

visit
before

and

granite-cutters

our

tool-sharpeners

are

at

Ellis
away at work.
W.
Vinalbaven.
F.

Art*

lives

Chamberlain

mas

mouth of the harbor

the

on

the

near

opposite side

from the village.
He ban a venturesome
boy about nine years old. Last Saturday
afternoon he was at the poatofflce, and
wanted au oar. Ou being asked what he
wished

to do with

oar, be

an

replied

that

large ice-cakes down by
the wharf, and if be could get au oar he
there

were

some

would go home

And he meant it.

on one.

8ADO ME TREWOHOY.

DEATH OF MRS.

Mrs. Salome

Treworgy,

has

her

years

made

who for several

home

with

her

daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Curtis, died
March 30 in the ninetieth year of ber age.

Troworgy, whose
Mayo, was

Mrs.

maiden

Salome

was

born

name

in

Eden

23,1815. She was married to Abram
Treworgy, of South Surry, in March, 1837.
Feb.

Eight

children
live

whom

born to

were

are

them, of

living—Edgar,

now

of

Surry, Mrs. Jennie S. Peaks, of
Lawrence, Mass., Mrs. Julia B. Lj m m, of
Methuen, Mass., Mrs. Mary A. Curtis and
Mrs. Cindu Young, of East Biuehlii.
In 1878, she was married to Jesse TrewWest ^Ellsworth, where they
orgy. of
South

lived thirteen years. After her husband’s
death she lived at South Surry until she
to live

came

Bluehlll
She

with

her

was

where she

was

was

an

(incurable

invalid

an

sev-

Morgan’s Bay,

held at

buried.

for

pall-bearers

The

Curtis, L. Q. Young, W. L,
Lyman and Milton Young,
Q.
April 11.
C.

H.

EAST FBANKLIN.
Miss Casste Stover, who has beeu ill
since Christmas, is still poorly.
F. Kinsman, who came from Bar Harbor for a few days last week, has returned.
Carter, of West Ellsworth,
is visiting her) parents, W. L. Hardison
Mrs. Harold

id wife.
Fred E.

M.

was

April
brother, C.

called home

Blaisdell.

F. Holmes is home, and will work
M. Baird

Contracting

Lowell,

of

Miilinocket,

is

visiting

friend. Miss C. F. Dunn, at the home
of her father, J. E. Dunn, for a few days.
his

Blaisdell commenced
Florence
school In Reecbland district April 11.
Miss

T. E. Hooper bus bad

a

his cellar that will hold

cistern put in

forty

barrels of

water.

Harry

Wentworth, who has been in
the woods camping and lumbering the
past winter, is home.
Marcia and Mira

Springer, daughters

of

Springer and wife, are with tbeir
uncle, T. E. Hooper, and attending school

Nason

Fred E. Blaisdell, who has been cooking
in Bar Harbor is home for good. He went
to Ellsworth Monday to serve on grand

Jury.

the..quarry and cutting stone.
Other quarries that have been shut down
for the winter{are starting up.
on

DEATH£oF

CHARLES

M. Blaisdell

M.
was

BLAISDELL.

buried April

illness of two years.
stone-cutter by trade, and was
an

He
a

was

mem-

He enlisted
Grand Army
quite eighteen years old.
He was a member of the Methodist
church at Franklin, and was an honored
of

the

when not

He leaves a wife
respected citizen.
four children—Hollis Blaisdell, of
Swan’s Island, Mrs. Helen Sumner, of
Seattle, Wash., Mrs. Willa Luckenbacb,
of San Francisco, Cal., and Miss Carrie
Blaisdell, of East Franklin. His age was
The
fifty-eight years and Jour months.
services were conducted by Kev. C. E.
Petersen.
R.
April 11.
and
and

SOUND.
Pearl Bordeaux is ill with

a

bad

cold.

John Richardson hasjhla house ready to
move

in

surprise
in

Capt.

and

Mrs.

who are

dust-raising
by using

this.week.

J. Murray Higgins has returned from
Bar Harborito begin work on the quarry.
Misses Noreva and Olivia

Higgins

en-

8.

xas.

red snapper
April 11.

seven

“Grand Rapids," Nickel,

Japan,

$3.50
$3.25
$3.00
$2.50

ri^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator of
the estate of Elizabeth A. Joy,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCJeobue W. Patten.
mediately,
March J, 19C4.

A. M.

Hopkins

ELLSWORTH

rpHE

---

■

He has

Saturday,
mou.hs
been

after
in

an

Gal-

engaged

in

David.

begins to-day, taught by Albert
Conary.
R. L. Closson has begun bis season's
work at Parker Point.
C. Conary and

Mrs.

A.

have gone to Portland for a
Mr. Conary is a delegate to the

1(887-

E. F. Bartlett and family have moved
Franklin.

Abble Bunker

Is

boarding

with

Mrs.

Ed. Grlndle.
Mrs. Lura Gerrish, of Winter Harbor,
in town last week visiting relatives.
G.
April 11.

A.

tor of

$630,000.00

I

AND

THE

ACCOUNTS

OF

Safe

Deposit

riXHE subscriber nereoy gives notice that
JL he baa been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Frank E. Closson,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct?.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imA. C. IIagerthy.
mediately.
March 28, 1904.

Next quarter
begins July I.

INDIVIDUALS.

_

j
|

I
;

SALE!

was

_

There aren’t enough adjectives in the
Fn *Iftah language to enable a girl properly
to describe her drat beau.

I have decided to close out my entire stock consisting of many new and
second-hand Carriages, very desirable styles. Low-down Delivery Wagons,
two-seat Democrats, Surreys, Load Wagons, Punts, Concord Wagons. Several

repaired jobs

will be sold for cost of

repair

for whom it may concern.

Ethel—Why were you in such a hurry
Don’t have your old carriage repaired until you come and see good ones
to
about proposing
Jack
Poorman?
offered for less than the cost of repairs.
Maude- Well, you see I got a tip that his
I shall reduce prices lower than ever offered before.
wealthy aunt, who is very sick, had reIt is worth your while to see if I have what you need, and how much this
membered him in her will to the extent
of half

a

million.

Trust Those Who Have Tried.
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
and never hoped for cure, but Ely’s Cream
Balm seems to do even that.—Oscar Ostrom. 45
Warren Are Chicago, 111.
1 Suffered from catarrh; It got so bad I
coull not work; I used Ely's Cream Balm and am
en; ely well —A O. Clarke, 341 Shawmut Are.,

Boston.

means.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE^
TirilEREAS Jennie R. Reed, of StoningW ton, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
first day of June, a. d. 1901, and recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 362, page 523,
conveyed to Lucy E. Russ, of said Stouingforever a
tou, and to her heirs and assign
certain lot or parcel of lan situated in said
town of Stoningtou, bounded as follows, to
bolt in a
wit: Beginning at the shore at
ledge: thence northerly and westerly one
hundrea and t ighty-five feet m ar a road to a
bolt in a ledge; thence easterly two hundred
and seventy-six feet to a bolt in a ledge;
thence southerly seventy six feet to the shore:
thence by said shore westerly two hunored
feet to first mentioned bou d to a bolt in &
stone wharf, containing one half acre, more
or less, and, whereas said Lucy E. Russ, by
her de d of assignment, dated September 26,
a. d. 1901, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 403. page 477, sold, assigned and
conveyed to Celia Alexander, the undersigned,
said mortgage and the notes thereby secured.
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage by
reason of a breach of the same and give this
notice for that purpose.
Cbma Alexander,
April 6, 1904.
By Geo. M. Warren, her Atty
«

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United mates for
the District of Maine, Haneock county.
1
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
John N. Graves,

Bankrupt,

Jobbing, Repairs and Painting
In first-class style will be done as usual at moderate prices.
Success. We set about all the tires in town now.

S.

Mass.

The Balm does not Irritate or cause sneering.
Soi l by druggists at 50 cts. or mailed by Ely
Brothers, 50 Warren St-, New York.

of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and ail indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imA. C. Hagbktby.
mediately.
March 28, 1904.

Vaults,

CORPORATIONS, FIRMS

CLOSiNttOUT

SOUTH

L.

STREET,

that

tate

Savings Dept.

J. A. Peters.
E. H. Greely.

notice

Ellsworth, in the countv of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the es-

$4 to 20 per
Annum.

P. Wiswell,

gives

hereby

estate

of

■

Cashier

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King,

Deposits,
INVITE

Vice-President

Directors:

$45,000.

WE

■

HENRY W. CUSHMAN,

Surplus,

republican

driving logs.

ARNO W. KINO,

$50,000.00

convention.

a crew

subscriber

THEhethehas been ofdulyMartha
appointed administraL. Lamson, late

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
ANDREW P. WISWELL, President

Capital,

The cutter^Woudbury did great work on
the ice, and it is fast leaving the cove and
bay. It is delightful to see the sparkling
water after so many wet ks of a sea of ice.
Substitute.
April4ll.

H. H. French has

that

desireo to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
make payment immediately.
Marion D. Higgins.
March 25, 1904.

-----■——----

Conary
few da>k.

Freeman Butler is home from Ellsworth.

nonce

to

T! FIRST NATIONAL BANK

R.

EASTBROOK.

gives

are

of

1-ALLS.

subscriber hereby

X she has been duly appointee! adminis! tratrix
with the will annexed of the estate
of Rachel P. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in
the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased

»

were presfrom the mule

School

to

“

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of William D. Porter,
late of Castiue, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEmile K. Boisot.
mediately.
March 1. 1904.
Harold Smith, agent, 105 State St., Portland, Me.

a

B.

State

TKLF.I'lluNE.

have

fishing.

UL.L'fetliLLi

W.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON.
MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.

THE

“Ideal,”
“

Throat and Ear.

Ecgal Notices

“American Queen,’1

|

HARBOR.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

F

‘Tyco” Hearing HISSELL,

forty

takeu

returned

absence of about

veston, T

a

(904.

Joyce

Alden

using

corn

forty brooms.
gjNote our prices:

entertained the V. 1.

About
was

Eye, Nose,

the finest carpet sweeper made.
It will brighten and preserve your
carpets and make sweeping a pleasure
instead of a drudgery. It will outlast

B. Stanley was called to Boston
by t be illness of her daughter
Katie. She is now reported to be improving.

OF BAR

Office equipped with all the modern instruments and appliances for the examination ana
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

that back-breaking
broom to sweep their
carpets, we say, avoid this useless
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

5

BUNKER,

wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attentiou to the treatment of diseases ol
the

Weary Housewives I

Mrs. L

About $3

J)R.

SatibettiBemtnta.

in

gone to Boston and vicinity to spend
few days with friends and relatives.

ent.

Professional CarlJB.

numbering about seventy, to let all
For pain of all kinds iwherever located, use
secret, but those who knew were Brown’s instant Belief freely, both Internal
ready to do their part. One member fur- and external.
into tbo

quarry.

Barbour

being president you can start a circus.

order

has gone south in
to net mackerel.

Alvah

like

an

Mrs. Jennie Gross and daughter Efiie
have gone for the summer to Stoningtou,
where they will dud employment.

Business is looking brisk in this vicinity. T. M. Blaisdell has a large force at

ber

ber

Impossible,

Muyhard Herrick has gone to New London to join the yacht Underdid, Capt.
Danitl McKay.

members.

a

was

William Grant, of West Brookiln, is
caulking S. J. Morte’s vessel, the Lillian
Estelle.

society Apiil

10, after

Co.’s

Capt. Edward Smith
bis schooner Quickstep

with her mother.

Charles

and

one,

It

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Inez Donnell came home last Saturday from Ellsworth to spend Sunday

work

complete.

Smith; recitation,Cora Blodgett;

Mildred

Mrs. S. J. Morse

Miss

E. L.

fortunate

the

last week

Biaisdell

to attend the funeral of his

9,

was

music, double quartette; recitation, Polly
Tapley Blodgett; recitation, Seth Blodgett; alnglng, Easter Lilies, primary class;
singing, congregation. Benediction.
April 11._'
Tomson.

daughter at East

years ago.
sfH'cted with

eral years.
The funeral

a

the week.

was

folks took a prominent part, was held
Easter 8unday evening in the Congregational church.
The programme was as
follows: siDglng by congregation; scripture reading, Mrs O. L. Tapley’s class;
prayer by superintendent; Easter Greetings, exercise by primary class; music,
double quartette; recitation, Will Blodgett;
sluging, Gladness Kwrywhere
primary class; recitation, James Babbidge; duet, Mr. Cousins and Mrs. Gray;
recitation, Louis Blodgett; singing, Leona
Oreen, Grace and Inga Wilson; recitation,

seven

malady, and had been

were

Lucy J. Staples, who has been very
ill, is recovering.
Clarence Smith has sold his boat, tbe
Alice May, to Tremont parties.
Mrs.

Miea Stella Tar box arrived homo from

Cbapuian, A. B. Leach. If. F. York
“Certainly.”
L. W. Bridges, A. E. Long, Fred H. Long*
"But supiKising the parents are will- Richard
Grindie, R. B. Long and Frank
ing?"
Candage"arej at 8pruce|iHtad.w G. &E.
"In that case they inform the girl that
Hardy aud A. T. Cousins are at Rtdstoiie,
she Is sought in marriage.
Possibly N. H.
or

tertained

evening.

Tire-Setting

LORD,

NOTICE

a

ELLSWORTH

}

To the creditors of John N. ©raves, of Eden,
in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 4tb
day ol April, a. d. 1904, the said
N. Graves was
John
duly
adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the drst meeting of his
creditors will be held at uiy office, at 89 Main
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 23d day of
April, a. d. 1904, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business &B may properly come before said meetW li-ljam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Ellsworth, April 7,189*

COUNTY NEWS.

SSUctisnncnts.

odditirmal

The Cause of
disease

a

In

deaths
it

—

arc

atili very ill.
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been 111 for some time,
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W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
Grand

Spring Showing of the Latest and Exclusive Styles in

RAIN COATS, SUITS, MEN’S and BOYS’ FURNISHINGS,
HATS, CAPS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

We

are

Top=to=Toe Outfitters,

Our Hart Shaffner & Marx

therefore

anything

THE R. $. & W. BRAND.

the creations of the
best clothes-makers in the country. If you want the
snappiest styles in clothing, you want to see the new

boys, youths and men, #1.25, #1.50,
# 1.75, #2, #2.50. Every pair guaranteed, and a new pair given for
every pair that does not prove satisfactory.

In this line you lindthc latest novelties In fancy and Scotch mixed
Cheviot effects, black undressed and Clay weave Worsteds. Every
suit made with hand-padded collars, the new concave shoulder and

lines of

ready-to-wear clothing

Hart Shaffner & Marx lines.

$15

are

Prices

to

in

MADE.

hair-cloth fronts that always stay in shape.

$10

to

Prices

$16.

on

Headgear.

Our leaders for Spring—The celebrated Deleon*—a and the B. & C.
Special, correct in every detail. Nobby styles in younf? men’s soft
Yacht and Golf Caps in blue and fancy colors.
Men’s and

Hats,

a

W. L. Douglass $3 and $3.50 shoes are the best known of any shoes
the market to-day. We are agents in this city.

$20.

We have about fifty patterns of Woollens suitable for Ladies' Skirts,
which we shall sell at a sacrifice to close them out. This is a rare
chance to secure a skirt pattern from fine woollens at about one-half
«
the regular price.

Styles

UNION

_

The Franklin Shoe for

ELITE SHOES have stood the test for years. You can’t make
mistake if you buy this high grade line of shoes. #.'8,50 and #4.

Of Interest to Ladies.

Latest

carry SHOES. Our lines of shoes are equal to
shown in the city for style and great wearing qualities.
we

Boys’

We

are

After Your

RAIN COATS.
Rain ('oats are the rage this season.
want the best values for the money.

season

Shirts

ever

with

one

of the finest lines of

shown in the

city.

way and Monarch lines which

WE

Negligee

We carry the Hathaare

see

our

line if you

$12 to $16.

Shirt Trade
this

You should

guaranteed

to

fit.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Men’s Shirts and
Men’s 2oc

Drawers,
Braces,

19c.
17c.

SELL.

Umbrellas, Overalls, Market Frocks, Aprons and Barbers’ Coats.
W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
•
___

